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Abstract  

A spectroradiometer was developed using the rear camera of the Samsung S7 Smartphone for 

replicating the response of blue wool, a light comparative fading test from the textile industry that 

was adopted by the art conservation community in the 1960s. This technique was regarded as a 

cost effective, readily available comparative standard for understanding lightfastness of museum 

objects, but not an end all solution. Many other solutions have been found since the suggestion of 

the blue wool standard. Including the Canadian Light Damage Calculator and Lightcheck® ,which 

are comparator guides for lighting museum objects. The Berlin model for comparing tested 

spectral data is taken  with expensive equipment, to a database to determine an objects sensitivity. 

Microfadeometry that directly tests the object with a 0.4-mm diameter focused Xenon source that 

deteriorates the artwork. None however have been able to completely replace the vetted, cost 

effective, easy to use blue wool standard for determining the sensitivity of museum and gallery 

objects, but a solution is needed.  
The solution is a designed and tested smartphone spectroradiometer attachment that 

measures the illumination and reflectance spectrum of museum and gallery objects to deduce an 

absorption spectrum that can be correlated to an expected blue wool response under the same 

conditions. The attachment for the phone is made from off the shelf and 3D printed parts. It has 

measured the deterioration of blue wool under a high intensity source and can predict the 

expected time for a blue wool specimen to visibly fade under the illumination of museum LED 

lighting. 
This thesis covers the design, modeling and testing experiment for the smartphone 

spectroradiometer that currently has a resolution of ± 7 nm, a spectral range from 393 to 650 nm 

with five orders of magnitude and an absolute radiometric error of 27.5% with the possibility of 

room for improvement. This includes increasing the accuracy of the modeled spectrum of the sun 

used for calibration, applying more advanced noise removal techniques, applying filters in post 

processing for better resolution and of course using a smartphone that takes raw images and can 

have its optical image stabilizer turned off during manual mode.  
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I Background  

 
Figure I.I Mark Rothko’s Green on Blue (1956) 

The University of Arizona’s Museum of Art is home to Mark Rothko’s Green on Blue (1956), see 

Figure I.I.  It is one of the most valuable pieces in the museum and has been a part of the 

collection since the mid-1970s. Ali Khan in the spring of 2014,then a bachelors student, 

experimented with the illumination color of the painting by using LEDs that are able to change 

color temperature (Khan, 2015). He set up an experiment that asked observers what color 

temperature they like most illuminating the painting. The visitors voted that the best illumination 

was at 3000 K a common color temperature used to illuminate most museums in the United 

States.  Nathan Saxtan, the museum’s senior exhibition specialist, who worked with Ali wanted to 

enhance the observer experience even further.  

At the beginning of the 2015 fall semester Nathan approached the College of Optical 

Sciences to design new lighting for Green on Blue. The illumination design group (IDG), at the 

time wanted to provide a solution that was cost effective, optically challenging, and preserved the 

artwork. During the preliminary specification process, research hinted that Mark Rothko’s art was 

prone to quicker than usual visible deterioration (Stenger & al., The Making of Mark Rothko's 

Harvard Murals; Cohn, 1988). Rothko, like other revolutionary artists of the abstract 

expressionism movement, used a variety of materials (Harvard Art Museums, 2017). Testing of 

some of Rothko’s pieces made around the same time (Feller & Johnston-Feller, 1979) as Green 

on Blue found that he had been using eggs and mixing his own paints, typically composed of a 

pigment and animal glue to create the vibrant movement for some of his pieces. The organic 

material and his choice in pigments were thought to be some of the leading causes for the 

sensitivity of his artwork. The potential for Green on Blue (1956) to be prone to fast visible 

deterioration drove IDG to research how to preserve the art they were going to illuminate. The 

museum staff mentioned a common technique called blue wool testing to determine the 

sensitivity of the Rothko. It is a light dosimetry test that is comprised of 8 strips of wool dyed 8 

different colors of blue with different light sensitivities. The sample card is placed next to the 

object under test, under it’s same lighting. At least half the card is covered, so that it is not 

exposed to any light. The card is left in place until noticeable fading happens. The extent of the 

fading, time and assumed material content of the object, including pigments, is used to deduce if 

the lighting is causing more fading of the object than planned based on lookup tables. 
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II  Introduction 

 
The blue wool test is maintained by the International Organization for Standard (ISO) in order to 

provide a standard of measure for lightfastness in the textile industry, and was adopted by the art 

conservation industry in the mid to late 1960s (International Organization of Standards, 2014) 

(International Organization of Standards, 2014) (Feller & Johnston-Feller, 1979). During that 

time, it was described as a simple solution until a better one could be found for understanding the 

photochemical reaction of museum objects (a common ambiguous term in the conservation 

community to describe artwork and artifacts in museums, galleries, and so forth). Today, 55 years 

later, the blue wool standard is still readily used and this temporary visual standard has not been 

replaced, and research into better methods has been sparse. Notably, the blue wool standard 

sample cards can be can be purchased from almost every conservation supplier, indicating that 

most conservationists and curators, while they know its limitations, still use it (Gaylord Archival, 

n.d.). The conservation community has collected a wealth of data that shows discrepancies 

between the fading of blue wool and the fading of museum objects (Government of Canada, n.d.). 

It is speculated that the industry continues to use the blue wool standard as comparative standards 

because it is inexpensive, visually describes fading, and most importantly is well known. Simply, 

it is a standard. These discrepancies and concerns are why a better method for measuring the 

visible deterioration sensitivity of objects is needed.   

Many replacements have been suggested and are being used by some conservationists to 

replace the blue wool standard, but some of these methods are still comparators or are not suitable 

for most of the community.  

Table II.I Conservationists Tools. 

Conservationist Tools 

Tool  Description  Limitation 

Lightcheck® (Dupont & 

al., 2008) 

Light dosimetry Test,  

Highly Sensitive 

Comparative Test 

Canadian Light Damage 

Calculator (Government of 

Canada, n.d.) 

Lookup Table of Common 

mediums/pigments of objects 

Recommends  

Comparison  

Based on Data 

No testing Required 

Damage Index Calculator 

(The Berlin Model) (CIE 

(International Commision 

on Illumination), 2004) 

Measure Spectrum of object  

Damage Index for Common 

Lighting 

Requires 1 nm resolution 

Expensive Spectrometer 

Knowledgeable personnel  

Microfadeometery 

(Whitmore, Xun, & Bailie, 

1999) 

400 µm diameter spot of fading  

Measures Spectrum during 

fading 

Reciprocity Law for determining 

sensitivity 

Xenon Arc Lamp – Expensive  

Expensive Equipment  

Knowledgeable personnel  

Visible Deterioration  
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 A simpler method is required. It needs to make the advanced and calibrated tools of 

science labs (e.g.,optics) accessible to conservationists, curators, and other personnel at museums 

galleries, etc. in order to  preserve the growing collection of ageing artwork and artifacts of this 

world.  

 

II.I Conservation 

A conservationist, or restorer, as described by the American Institute for Conservation of 

Historic and Artistic (AIC) work are “professional who work to physically save … 

cultural property from the ravage of time, the threats of pollution, and the devastation 

brought by natural disasters.” (American Institude for Conservation of Historic and 

Artistic Works (AIC), n.d.) Conservationists tend to be knowledgeable in a broad range 

of subjects including but not limited to art history, science, and studio art. Their training 

can be from graduate school programs, coveted apprenticeships, internships, and even 

self-taught. The job title of conservator applies to sub-categorical professions including 

administrators, educators, scientists and technicians. These professions make up a team 

can usually conservationist that are can usually be found at large and well-funded 

institutions; Smithsonian, The Getty and Straus Center at Harvard. The reality though, is 

that for the estimated 100 billion dollars of art and artifacts and over 55,000 museums 

worldwide, there are limited number of personnel who are knowledgeable in conservation 

and even less funding available to help preserve all the objects. This funding issue is 

growing bleaker due to the uninterested public attitude towards funding the art and 

history communities and conservation.  There is a need for more museum workers, art 

enthusiasts, and the general public to understand the need to preserve objects.  

Conservationists, on a daily basis, deal with other issues, outside of preserving 

the objects for which they are responsible for. They are educating their coworkers, object 

enthusiasts and as well as the general public. As a small community, they are usually 

collaborating with curators and exhibit designers who want to provide the best observer 

experience (e.g., color, illumination, and comfort for the observer) at the expense of the 

object. Conservation is a balance of ideas between the conservationist’s, curator’s and 

gallery/museum designer’s, observer’s and collector’s ideas on observer experience, 

preservation of objects, budget and knowledge. It is the conservators job to fight for a 

controlled environment that will not speed up the visible deterioration of an object, which 

is caused more often by incident optical radiation ( UV, visible and IR) or museum 

lighting. “For the conservation of  [objects] the ideal environment would be [a] 

completely dark [room]” (CIE (International Commision on Illumination), 2004). 

However, the purpose of historical artifacts and works of art is to be experienced and to 

be storytellers about the culture from which they came.  

The rule of thumb for most conservator’s today is to preserve a piece of artwork, 

as recommend by the Canadian Light Damage Calculator (Michalski, n.d.), so there is no 

visible fading for at least 100 years or more. This rule, however, is not always followed. 

Especially when preservation was not or is not fully understood.  

One of the most dramatic cases of visible deterioration was Mark Rothko’s 

Harvard Murals (1962) (Cohn, 1988) (Stenger & al., The Making of Mark Rothko's 

http://www.conservation-us.org/jobs/become-a-conservator#.WNhd4PkrJPY
http://www.conservation-us.org/jobs/become-a-conservator#.WNhd4PkrJPY
http://www.conservation-us.org/jobs/become-a-conservator#.WNhd4PkrJPY
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Harvard Murals, 2016) (Stenger & al., Conservation of a Room: A Treatment Proposal 

for Mark Rothko's Harvard Murals., 2016).Rothko painted six murals for the penthouse-

dining hall of then new Holyoke Center at Harvard University. The murals were hung in 

1963, but only five were put on display, and the sixth was placed in storage. An olive-

green fabric was chosen for the walls to make the murals “pop” and look less like 

“decoration” (Cohn, 1988). Thick heavy curtains framed the two walls of floor to ceiling 

windows and were supposed to be drawn when the room was not in use. He was 

scrupulous about how his work was displayed. Being that the penthouse was on the tenth 

floor and had breath-taking views of the campus, such that the curtains were almost 

always open allowing the sunlight to pour across the canvases, Figure II.I & Figure II.II. 

  

 
Figure II.I The Penthouse of the Holyoke Center. (Tedx Talks, 2015)  

 

  

Figure II.II Layout of Rothko murals in penthouse (Stenger & al., Conservation of a 

Room: A Treatment Proposal for Mark Rothko's Harvard Murals., 2016). 

After the installation of the murals no one but the penthouse staff managed the 

artworks. After four years of being on display, there were visible stains from visitors and 

there was noticeable fading of the vibrant red pigment, lithol red a well-known fugitive 
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pigment (Tedx Talks, 2015). With no one on staff to manage the situation and Rothko 

stipulating that only he, or his representative could approve the removal of the paintings. 

Rothko took his own life in 1970 and there was little interaction with his representative 

due to legal issues. So, the damage from the illumination was not addressed, and the 

murals continued to hang in the penthouse for 16 years. They were eventually taken 

down in 1979 and placed into an environmentally controlled storage with the sixth mural 

that was never hung. The five damaged murals are shown in Figure II.III. where the right 

of the pairs is the original mural and the left is the deteriorated mural.   

 
Figure II.III Five Harvard Rothko Murals before and after deterioration. (Stenger & al., 

Conservation of a Room: A Treatment Proposal for Mark Rothko's Harvard Murals., 

2016) (Cohn, 1988) 

 

 After being removed and placed in a dark environment the damage was 

analyzed. Next to the sixth piece the five murals showed significant irreversible fading. 

About 40 years later a team of conservationist and scientist came together to restore the 

pieces (Stenger & al., The Making of Mark Rothko's Harvard Murals, 2016) (Stenger & 

al., Conservation of a Room: A Treatment Proposal for Mark Rothko's Harvard Murals., 

2016) (Tedx Talks, 2015). Samples were taken of the paintings and characterized with 

chemical spectroscopic techniques which provided evidence of Rothko’s photosensitive 

material choices. Traditional techniques of restoring murals with more paint could not be 

used due to Rothko’s intricate layer of paints and glosses, which were essential for 

providing the movement of his rectangular figures. Instead the team thought to visibly 

restore the murals for the observer with projectors (Stenger & al., Conservation of a 

Room: A Treatment Proposal for Mark Rothko's Harvard Murals., 2016). 

  The murals are currently on display at Harvard University. RGB projectors are 

used to project a corrected spectral image that mixes with the current observed color, to 

trick the observer’s eye into seeing what the murals originally looked like. This time the 
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team also took more care into designing an environment that would significantly slow 

down the deterioration of the murals.  

Another case study of photochemical fading was on Renoir’s Madame Léon 

Clapisson (1883) at the Art Institute of Chicago (The Art Institute of Chicago, n.d.) (The 

Art Institute of Chicago, 2014). It was suspected that there was significant color fading 

due to visible fading lines found in the edges of the background after the frame was 

removed. A micron size was taken from the edge of the painting and analyzed using 

Raman spectroscopy. Analysis showed that indeed the background used to be redder in 

color. Figure II.IV show the current and the simulated original painting side by side (The 

Art Institute of Chicago, 2014) .  

 
Figure II.IV Renoirs Madame Léon Clapisson (1883). On the right is the current color 

content, on the left is the simulated before fading. (The Art Institute of Chicago) 

 These cases are not unique. Similar damage has happened to countless other 

historical artifacts and museum and gallery objects. Some items are more susceptible to 

visible deterioration than others, which is due to a variety of issues including but not 

limited to pigments and mediums choices.  

 

II.II Causes of Visible Deterioration of Objects 

Visible deterioration is commonly caused by photochemical reactions, the absorption of 

optical radiation (UV, visible, and IR) causing changes in the physical properties of the 

state of a molecule. The reaction has also been shown to be catalyzed by temperature, 

humidity, and oxygen levels of the environment in which the material is kept, Robert L. 

Feller, a notable member of the conservation community, has summarized such in (Feller 

R. , 1994). Additionally, the Commission Internationale De L’Eclairage (CIE) 

(International  Commission on Illumination) 157:2004 technical report quantifies the 

photochemical reactions for museum and galleries with four factors; irradiance, duration 

of exposure, spectral power distribution of incident radiation and the absorption spectrum 

of the object (CIE (International Commision on Illumination), 2004).  

The irradiance and duration of exposure define an object's exposure (H), which is 
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explained using the Reciprocity Law seen in Equation (II-I.), where Ee is the irradiance on 

the surface and t is the duration of exposure.  

 𝐻 = ∫ 𝐸𝑒𝑑𝑡
 

𝑡

 
 

( II-I ) 

The spectral power distribution of the source is important because photochemical 

reactions are dependent on the amount of absorbed energy, which is inversely proportional 

to the wavelength of the light that is absorbed. Energy of light is described by Planck’s 

Law, Equation (II-II).  

 𝐸 =
ℎ𝑐

𝜆
 

 

( II-II ) 

 

Where E is amount the radiation or photon energy , λ is the wavelength of the 

photon in meters , h is Planck’s constant (6.626 x10-34 Js) and c is the speed of light (3 x 

108 m/s). The higher the energy level of course the more energy that is absorbed which can 

cause a more severe reaction of the molecule.  This phenomenon is why UV (commonly 

given the wavelength range in museum settings between 280 – 380 nm) is one of the more 

harmful spectrums for museum objects. 

As mentioned the absorption spectrum is what causes the reaction. Absorption 

happens when a photon is not reflected or transmitted through a material, as described by 

the law of conservation of energy. The absorption of a material is described by Equation 

(II-III).  

 

 𝛼 =  
∫ (1 − 𝜏(𝜆) + 𝜌(𝜆)) ∗ 𝛷𝑖𝜆𝑑𝜆

∞

−∞
 

∫ 𝛷𝜆𝑖 𝑑𝜆
∞

−∞

 
 

( II-III ) 

 

Where α is the is the absorption, τ is the transmission, ρ is the reflectance, λ is the 

wavelength, and Φλi is the spectral radiant flux incident on the object. The equation term in 

parentheses in Equation (II-III) is from the conservation of energy. For museum settings, 

this component of the equation must be reduced, especially for higher photon energy.  

Wavelengths that are present and can be measured are mostly reflected or absorbed, thus τ 

is approximated to be zero. The reflected radiation is what an observer sees and is what is 

measured, including both the reflected and diffuse components. The spectral radiant flux 

Figure II.V Typical spectrums of lighting found in museums. (Miller and Miller) 
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describes the spectrum of the incident radiation which is almost never uniform, especially 

for typical museum lighting as seen in Figure II.V. 

There have been a number of studies that have quantified the four parameters 

defined by CIE and created models, comparisons and lookup tables for conservationists. 

Including the Berlin model , the Blue Wool Standard and Lightcheck ®as comparison 

standards and the  Canadian Conservation Light Damage Calculator as look up table (CIE 

(International Commision on Illumination), 2004) (American Association of Textile 

Chemists and Colorists (AATCC), 2009) (International Organization of Standards, 2014) 

(Government of Canada, n.d.). These tool individually are not enough to describe an 

object's sensitivity to visible deterioration. This is because museum objects are complex 

layers of materials and pigments, which may not have the same sensitivities as the 

individual elements of which it is comprised. Making it difficult for look up tables and 

comparators to be used to recommend a lighting solution for a particular object.  The 

Berlin model also has difficulty because it assumes a spectral radiance based on the users, 

or conservationists, knowledgeable about the color temperature of the lighting used to 

illuminate the object. These individual tools cannot on their own provide enough data to 

accurately predict the visible deterioration of individual museum and gallery objects.  

 

II.III  Tools of Conservationists 

Lighting is one of the most important details when it comes to illuminating and preserving 

museum objects. It is a balance between color content, and illumination for observer 

experience and the preservation of the object. Currently it is specified that most objects 

should see no signs of visible fading for at least 100 years. For the human eye this means 

there should be no more than a 10% change in the color of the object for at least 100 years. 

This visible response can either be fading or changing of a colorant which is qualitatively 

and quantitatively measured.  

  The most common practice is using a lux meter and UV filters as quick solutions, 

that are recommendations from previous data and experiments but have no way of testing. 

This is usually done in places with low budgets or where there is now knowledgeable 

conservationists available. More quantitative approaches use the blue wool standard, 

Lightcheck® or the CIELab system (Feller & Johnston-Feller, 1979) (Dupont & al., 2008) 

(Malacara, Color Vision and Colorimetry: Theory and Applications, 2011). The first two 

are light dosimeter tests that use controls to determine the lightfastness of the lighting. The 

responses of the lighting tests are then compared to lookup tables that provide lighting 

recommendations based on experience and materials tested, with the most well-known 

provided by the Canadian Conservation Institute. The CIElab system is used to measure 

the change in color of a material resulting in a ΔE. This measurement has been used to 

create the Berlin model that provides an index for damage sensitivity of a material under 

certain lighting conditions (CIE (International Commision on Illumination), 2004). This 

can be thought of as a comparison technique for defining photochemical sensitivity. 

Another technique is Microfadeometery, that uses an instrument to fade a 0.4 diameter 

spot of a sample using a broad-spectrum illumination source (Whitmore, Xun, & Bailie, 

1999). It collects the material spectral response during an exposure time to extrapolate its 
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sensitivity. However, it is a high-power source that doesn’t provide accurate representation 

of common museum lighting and environment. These different techniques can be more 

inaccurate than useful or may not be available to most of the conservation community due 

to budget and personnel. The conservation community needs a solution that addresses all 

these techniques.  

 

II.III.I Lux Metering:  

Lux is a common unit for describing the best lighting conditions for museums 

and galleries. Before describing lux metering the definition of lux must be 

described because by definition the unit cannot provide all the data required to 

make a recommendation for preserving objects.  

Lux is a standard of measurement for irradiance that is weighted to the average 

response of the photopic, or daylight, response of the human eye. Meaning that 

lux is only accounts for wavelengths between 380 -780 nm, the average response 

of the human eye.  

 
Figure II.VI Photopic and scotopic luminous sensitivity of the eye. (Malacara, 

Color Vision and Colorimetry: Theory and Application, 2011) 

When converting between radiometric to photometric units Equation (II-IV) 

should be used.  

 

 𝑓𝑣 =  ∫ 𝐶 ∗ 𝑉(𝜆) ∗ 𝑓𝑒(𝜆)𝑑𝜆
380 𝑛𝑚

780 𝑛𝑚

 

 

( 

II-IV 

) 

 

Where fv is the photometric quantity (e.g. Illuminance), fe is the radiometry 

quantity (e.g. irradiance, W/m), V(λ) is the unitless Luminous efficiency and C is 

a constant as defined by the photopic response of the eye per wavelength 

(vertical axis of Figure II.VI).  
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Lux metering is common practice for conservationists. There are plenty of high-

end meters that are catering to conservationists that define a lux and a correlated 

color temperature. Lighting settings for preservation are made in units of lux 

(CIE (International Commision on Illumination), 2004). The correlated color 

temperature is used to define a lighting color to provide better observer 

experience.  

The assumption, when using lux to describe museum settings, is that the UV is 

either measured separately or not present due to filters. When measured it is 

recommended to use UV sensitive diodes which are used to provide a μW/lm 

response but not a spectral response. This is a problem. As shown by Launer and 

Hattori. H et al. where the 365nm-389nm range should be monitored more 

closely, it can cause more irreversible damage than the visible spectrum (Hattori, 

Kunio, & Crews, 2012) (Launer, 1966).  

The lux unit is misleading when used to describe lighting recommendations for 

preserving museum and gallery objects. Most of these items will be more 

sensitive to spectrums outside the photopic response of the eye, lux response. 

Instead the spectral irradiance should be specified for the illumination of objects. 

Of course, then spectral irradiance does not explain the color content, but that can 

be converted to a correlating color temperature.   

 Later on, this issue of the lux metric not describing light outside the 

photopic response will be discussed when converting the lux recommendation for 

lighting to a radiometer specification. Because of this lux units are converted to 

arbitrary lux units (A.L.U) to describe a lighting recommendation that also 

incorporate UV and IR in the spectrum.  

 

II.III.II The Blue Wool Standard 

The blue wool standard is a well-known color fastness, or resistance to visible 

deterioration, test of textiles and is standardized by the International Organization 

for Standardization (ISO) and the Association of Textile, Apparel and Materials 

Professionals (AATCC) (International Organization of Standards, 2014) 

(American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists (AATCC), 2009).These 

standards are respectively labeled as the European and American standards. The 

results of the testing cannot be interchanged but Figure II.VII shows the 

comparison of the levels for fading between the two standards to daylight 

exposure.  
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Figure II.VII ISO (European) standard on the vertical axis and the AATCC 

(American) provided on the horizontal axis.  

The focus of this thesis is on ISO due to availability and acceptance by 

conservationists (Feller & Johnston-Feller, 1979). However, data on the AATCC, 

while it can’t be interchangeable is used to provide insight on possible 

wavelength sensitivity of the ISO standard (Hattori, Kunio, & Crews, 2012).  

Both Standards have 8 samples of blue wool that are dyed with different types of 

pigments that have different color fastness properties.  The samples are 

designated with numbers 1 (very low color fastness) through 8 (very high color 

fastness). Where the higher number reference sample deteriorates twice as slow 

as the preceding sample, Figure II.VIII.   

 
Figure II.VIII Blue wool sample cards. (Gaylord Archival, n.d.) 

The sample cards are described as ISO 105-B01 and thus ISO 105-B08 

compliant, where the first describes the testing procedures and the second 

describes the quality control of the dyed wool (International Organization of 

Standards, 2014) (International Organization of Standards, 2014). However, the 

testing procedures for conservation of objects vary from the ISO textile standard 

procedures. This is a result of education, training and purpose of the test for the 

conservation community. Conservation doesn’t require as high of standards as 

the textile industry, meaning less experimental data and scientific methods are 

needed for verification of the tests results from the community. The process is 

usually passed through apprenticeship style training, which will of course results 

in variations of the testing procedure, it is a fact of human interactions.  
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The community can buy the blue wool sample cards from almost any 

conservationist supplier. The samples are sent in plastic bags in a manila folder 

with no opaque material covering it or environmental monitoring or control 

(humidity silicon packets or temperature care directions). If the shipping took 

long or the package was susceptible to extreme environments, the samples could 

begin to visibly deteriorate. This could cause premature deterioration of the card, 

creating a false positive that the lighting is potentially harm to the object under 

consideration. This can cause a chain of events that will end up costing the 

conservationists time and money, to interchange a bulb, lost cost of the sample 

itself and the most likely situation of creating a less appealing observer 

experience.   

 The testing method, as explained earlier, of the conservation community 

varies from the standard procedure described in ISO 105-B01. Simply put the 

ISO standard procedure deteriorates a side of the sample card (specimen) and 

references the unexposed blue for a visible comparison of deterioration. 

Depending on the number of specimens under tests the geometry and the 

procedure could vary but overall the setup is very similar to what is shown in 

Figure II.IX. A portion of the blue wool and the specimen(s) are covered with an 

opaque material, as shown with section AB , thus  2/3 of the specimen and 

standard are exposed. The test is placed under lighting until it is visibly 

confirmed that the blue wool fades to grey scale number 4.  

 
Figure II.IX ISO standard of testing with the blue wool. (International 

Organization of Standards, 2014) 

A second shutter, CD, is placed over one third of the unexposed 

materials, and the samples are allowed to fade again until the uncovered sample 

fades to a gray scale grade three. If the blue wool sample, specifically sample 

seven fades to gray scale grade three before the specimen fades then the test is 
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void or verified depending on the testing parameters.  Under daylight exposure, 

as recommended by ISO 105B, it is required that a piece of glass is placed over 

the exposed sample to limit the UV to 90% at 380-nm and 1 % at 300-320 nm 

with a linear progression transmission between the two wavelengths. The testing 

is usually done in daylight for best results, but of course is not the setting in 

museums  

 One account for using the blue wool standard by the conservation 

community is described by the senior exhibition specialist at The University of 

Arizona’s Museum of Art. He and his team have an envelope of blue wool 

standards that are kept in dark storage. When they are ready to test, a single 

sample card is pulled out of storage and half the card is slipped under or behind 

the object under consideration. The purpose is to create a crisp line between the 

exposed and unexposed portion of the card. The card is left in place for at least 

two to three weeks until noticeable fading happens for either blue wool standard 

2 or 3. Based on information from the Canadian Conservation lookup table, 

which references the CIE 157:2004 lookup tables for material responses (CIE 

(International Commision on Illumination), 2004). The blue wool response and 

the medium of the object under test are correlated to a lighting recommendation. 

For instances if an object that is assumed or measured to be an oil paint with 

bright dyes will have an ISO sensitivity of #1, #2 or #3 is labeled as a high 

sensitivity and likely is very susceptible to UV light. For testing, this means the 

blue wool should not show significant fading for 1-3 blue wool standard samples. 

This recommendation is also based on the assumption that the UV spectrum is 

not present or is below 0.3 – 3 μW/lm, which is also why the glass (as 

recommended by the ISO standard) is not used, because there is no significant 

UV exposure. This process of blue wool testing is not the only method in 

conservation, there are a variety of different ways to perform this light dosimetry 

testing.   

 

II.III.II.I History of Acceptance 

The standard was adopted by art conservation community in 1960’s after Robert 

L. Feller, a well-known chemistry conservationist whom revolutionized the 

industry, recommended it in his summary of the ISO standard and 

conservationists’ scientific studies conducted on and with them (Feller & 

Johnston-Feller, 1979). He recommended the standard because conservators 

needed a standard to visibly and quantitatively understand and communicate the 

lightfastness of objects, and the ISO standard was vetted standard by a broad 

community. Compared to the other sources of measurements at the time, this 

standard was the best option. However, the blue wool standard showed that the 

“spectral distribution and intensity of the light source, the temperature, the 

humidity and the relative amount of ultraviolet radiation”, “may affect the rate of 

fading” (Feller & Johnston-Feller, 1979).Which is why the use of the standard 

was cautioned and it was recommended that the lighting used always be an 
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important parameter. Later on, Feller supported this even further in his book 

released with The Getty Institute as a part of their Research in Conservation 

collection (1994), in which he explored the different photochemical and thermal 

reactants that can be found in the museum setting (Feller R. , 1994). He explains, 

in depth the complex reactions and typical tests done to understand the 

photochemical and thermal reactions of museum objects. Feller referenced 

Launer’s Wool bleaching and yellowing experiment (1965)  in which there was 

increased absorption at 365 nm which then showed stimulation of the yellowing 

and bleaching of wool (Launer, 1966).The incident spectrum can alter the results 

of the blue wool standard significantly and is why it is concerning that the 

standard is used for preserving sometimes priceless objects. It is also just a 

comparison between data taken of the blue wool standard and different object 

materials. It does not test the actual object under consideration.  

Today the blue wool standard can be bought at almost any art 

conservation supply store. Most of the items cost around $20 (US) and are 

available for quantity order, making them an attractive option for underfunded 

conservators (Gaylord Archival, n.d.).The details don’t always say but most are 

made per ISO 105-B01 standard. The interesting thing is that the textile industry 

can pay upwards of $800 for the blue wool standard, a reference from to James 

Heal one of the world leaders in textile instrument lightfastness testing (James 

Heal, n.d.).With this price difference, it is suspected that most likely the quality 

of the sample are different. Which is possible, since like any industry standard, 

the ISO 105-B08 is vague in describing quality. The samples are also usually 

made in large batches, with only a small percentage being tested. There are 

expensive instruments that are one of many recommended ways to quantify the 

quality of the blue wool standard. However, it is not a requirement. Another way 

of determining the quality of the BWS is by an “experienced assessors [that]… 

make[s] visual assessments on two separate days” (International Organization of 

Standards, 2014).A human assessment is not an accurate characterizer of visible 

deterioration. The human eye, because it sees on a logarithmic scale. An eye is 

unable to see gradual fading between sample sets. This fact begs the question: are 

these conservation blue wool standard samples even accurate and are they even 

repeatable measurements? An incorrect response of blue wool due to production 

issues could end up being the root cause of irreversible damage to a priceless 

museum or gallery object, but it wouldn’t be known until the damage had already 

been done.  

The standard, while useful has so much room for error. From the 

production ambiguity to the standard of tests and comparison of the ambiguous 

fading sensitivity, the blue wool standard is not a final solution for standardizing 

the visible deterioration of museum and gallery objects. A more quantitative 

solution is needed for light dosimetry testing.  
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II.III.III Lightcheck ®  

 

 
Figure II.X The Lightcheck ® sample on the left and the comparator chart on the 

right. (Keepsafe Systems, 2009) 

Developed by an interdisciplinary European Commission project to 

replace the blue wool standard for high sensitivity objects and low light levels 

(Dupont & al., 2008) (Cucci, Dupont, Gerlach, Loisel, & Bacci, 2004).  Like blue 

wool, it is a cost-effective light dosimetry test. The entire sample is exposed to 

the light under test for a duration of time, where the entire card will change color. 

The faded card is held next to a control card, as seen in Figure II.X, and the 

sensitivity evaluation is made. The sensitivity is then compared again to a lookup 

table that correlates the sensitivity and medium of an object to a recommended 

lighting condition.  There are two versions, Sensitive (LCS) and Ultra (LCU) 

with the spectral responses shown in Figure II.XI.  

 

Both the LCS and LCU, like the blue wool standard, are specified to be a 

light dosimeter due to is humidity and temperature dependence to visible 

deterioration. These do provide a need for a more sensitive light dosimetry test, 

but they are used in combination with comparator tables to make lighting 

recommendations. It, like the blue wool standard, is not able to give insight into 

the individual object’s visible deterioration sensitivity. This system after being 

Figure II.XI Shows the lux/hour response of the LCS on the left and the 

lux/hour response of the LCU on the right. (Cucci, Dupont, Gerlach, Loisel, & 

Bacci, 2004) 
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introduced in the early 2000’s did not get a lot of interests from the community, 

speculated from it only be available from a select few suppliers. This may be due 

to Lightcheck® only addressing a solution in a small market, highly sensitive 

material in low funded museums or galleries. There is also the possibility that the 

community has a hard time changing or moving away from the blue standard that 

is a vetted standard and has been compared and correlated to hundreds of 

different object sensitivities. The community needs a solution that is more 

repeatable but is also able to reference the blue wool standard to help with 

acceptance in the community.  

 

II.III.IV Canadian Light Damage Calculator 

 
Figure II.XII Canadian slide light calculators found at the conservation 

laboratory at the Arizona State Museum on the University of Arizona, Tucson 

Campus.  

 The Canadian Conservation Institute provided a slide calculator that 

helped a conservationist determine an appropriate lux level and UV level for the 

materials that are trying to be preserved, shown in Figure II.XII. Today they have 

an online calculator that is interactive and allows a conservator to determine the 

lux level based on colorant, or multiple colorants, current fade status, the lux 

level experience by the object, the exposure time in one day, flash exposures, the 

number of flashes, cycle of exposure and the amount of time the object should 

not show visible signs of deterioration (Government of Canada, n.d.). The 

calculator walks a user through the steps to determine correct lighting. The 

calculator assumes the user knows the colorant, or pigment and medium, of the 

object that is trying to be preserved. This is not always possible without 

expensive measurement techniques or research, which can lead to errors in the 

defining the sensitivity. Take for instance Harvard’s Rothko, if it wasn’t tested 

and there was no known visible history of the murals there would be no way to 

know that the now blue tinted murals were once all vibrant red (Stenger & al., 

Conservation of a Room: A Treatment Proposal for Mark Rothko's Harvard 
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Murals., 2016).This possible incorrect assumption of colorant could lead to miss 

calculations of the recommended Mlxh for the object to be on display and could 

eventually be the root cause of more deterioration. The possible errors associated 

with the calculator are implied by the institutes legal disclaimer at the bottom of 

most of their lighting recommendation pages.    

 Beside the institutes calculator, they also are a good resource for 

preventative conservation and possible risks, including agents of deterioration 

and more specifically light (UV, Visible and IR) (Michalski, n.d.). They provide 

comparator tables that correlate a colorant or medium to sensitivity standard 

metrics like the commonly used in conservation, like blue wool, which is then 

correlated to a lighting condition provided lighting conditions in lux and μW/lm 

for UV.  Where UV is monitored with a UV sensitive diode that has no 

individual nm spectral content output, it only provides a power measurement. 

The recommendations from the Canadian Conservation Institute are based on 

some of the institutes studies and experience as well as recommendations made 

in the technical report CIE157: 2004, The Control of Damage to Museum Objects 

by Optical Radiation (CIE (International Commision on Illumination), 2004). 

Making it an even better resource for those looking to preserve objects with a 

limited budget. The Canadian Conservation institute and its tools are great 

resources for preservation of objects. However, there needs to be something that 

can reach the larger community with more accurate recommendations of lighting, 

that are not based on comparisons between the standards, such as blue wool, and 

single or simple compounds of colorants.  

 

II.III.V   CIELAB System 

The CIELAB system is covered in the measuring methods of the CIE 157:2004 

technical report (CIE (International Commision on Illumination), 2004) 

(Malacara, Color Vision and Colorimetry: Theory and Applications, 2011). It is 

used to measure the objects changes in color rather than just the fading, which is 

true for most objects, take for instance Harvard’s murals, Renoir’s Madame Léon 

Clapisson (1883) and  Laurner’s experiments of yellowing wool (Cohn, 1988) 

(The Art Institute of Chicago, 2014) (Launer, 1966). The CIELAB metric is 

described by ΔE*
ab , the magnitude of the color difference and is calculated using 

Equation (II-V).  

 𝛥𝐸  𝑎𝑏
∗ =  √(𝛥𝐿∗)2 + (𝛥𝑎∗)2 + (𝛥𝑏∗)2 

 

( II-V ) 

 

Where L* represents the lightness dimensions, from black to white, a* is a 

chromatic dimension where a positive value indicates redness and a negative 

value represents greenness. b* is also a chromatic dimension where a positive 

value indicates yellowness and negative value indicates blueness. A graphical 

representation and a typical calculation is shown Figure II.XIII  
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Figure II.XIII A graphical representation of the CIELAB system created by Tate, 

a museum in London that is world recognized for their achievements in art 

conservation. (Tate)  

The system has helped to create a common metric database of the visible 

deterioration response of common museum mediums and colorants due to 

common museum lighting environments. Using a correlation model, usually the 

Berlin model, sensitivity is defined and used to make recommendations on the 

type of lighting and illumination power that should be used (CIE (International 

Commision on Illumination), 2004). However, the system requires spectrally 

calibrated instruments, usually spectrometer, which can be expensive. It also 

requires a knowledgeable staff to take measurements and calculate ΔE*
ab and 

correlate it to a sensitivity using the model for lighting recommendations. The 

system is more quantitative, but the system is more in depth and requires 

knowledge of the system and how to use, which is speculated why not all 

conservators use it.   

 

II.III.VI Damage Index: The Berlin Model  

The Berlin model has modeled large amounts of data to define the sensitivity of 

common museum object’s mediums and pigments under common museum 

lighting (CIE (International Commision on Illumination), 2004).The idea 

originated from the Damage Index, proposed by Harrison in 1953, that correlates 

visible deterioration data under specific lights to a sensitivity index. However, 

Harrison's’ metric of a single function to define the sensitivity of museum and 

gallery objects was never accepted because the model didn’t use enough 

experimental data. It wasn’t until 1988 when Krochmann presented the Berlin 

model which correlates the incident radiation (Ee,λ ) and objects’ spectral 

responsivity (s(λ)dm,rel  normalized to 1 at 300 nm), and the critical duration of 

exposure to a DM, or a damage metric as seen described in  Equation (II-VI) 

through Equation (II-VIII). The critical duration is when there is visible 

deterioration or ΔE*
ab = 1.   
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 𝑠(𝜆)𝑑𝑚,𝑟𝑒𝑙 = 𝑎(𝜆) ∗ (
1

𝜆
) ∗ 𝑓(𝜆) 

 

( II-VI ) 

 

 

 

 

 

( II-VII ) 

 

 
 

 

( II-VIII ) 

 This model is based on only optical radiation being the catalyst for the 

visible deterioration of objects. This model is usually implemented by using a 

Damage index calculator that is provided in a spreadsheet form. The user must 

provide a spectral responsivity for the object under test with 1 nm resolution, 

which requires expensive equipment. However, there is a recommendation to use 

NISTs’ interpolation tool adding complexity to the calculation and possible error, 

again providing a solution that not all conservationist will use.  

 

II.III.VII Microfadeometry: 

Microfadeometry was first introduced in 1999 by Paul Whitmore and his team 

where the systems was described as a tool used for “predicting the fading of 

objects … through direct nondestructive lightfastness measurements” (Whitmore, 

Xun, & Bailie, 1999). However, the microfadeometer does destroy a 0.4 mm spot 

on an object using a concentrated xenon arc lamp, with visible bandpass filters 

(VIS), and an optical monitoring arm to measure the object's exposure (H) as 

described in Equation (II-I). The Reciprocity law is then used to make 

predictions about the visible deterioration sensitivity of the entire object. This 

testing technique is more accurate than the models and comparisons that were 

described earlier. However, the fast and intense exposure of the object does not 

accurately reflect museums settings. When a material is incident with a lot of 

radiation more adverse effects can happen that would not happen in its everyday 

environment.  Decoupling the adverse effects is impossible when using this 

system creating error in the data, labeling it as a more sensitive object than it 

really is.  

The exposure spot is also a concern. At 400-μm diameter spot, it is 

noticeable to the human eye. Which is why the exposure can only be done on 

non-visible sections of objects, or on highly textured objects, limiting its use to 

only a percentage of objects. The size of the spot may also be too small to 

monitor some textiles that may have small fibers or geometries that will not fade 

evenly with a 400-μm diameter spot.    
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Figure II.XIV Layout of Microfadeometer (Whitmore, Xun, & Bailie, 1999) 

The system cost, size and usability are some of the main reasons why this 

method has not been accepted or used by the entire community.  The system, as 

seen in Figure II.XIV can be bulky and difficult to measure multiple objects. It is 

also very expensive; the xenon lamp and housing alone can cost up to $5000 

(US) putting the estimate cost well above the budget for some conservation 

projects. There are consulting services available for microfadeometry that will 

too be a huge expense especially for the testing a single to a couple objects.  

   

 
Figure II.XV Microfadeometry setup in a Getty Museum gallery displaying 18th-century 

tapestries. (Lee, 2015) 

Microfadeometry is more accurate at predicting the visible deterioration 

of objects but its high cost, required learning curve, and possibility of false 

positive or leaving visible deterioration make this solution for testing 

lightfastness of objects un appealing to a larger portion of the conservation 

community. There needs to be a solution that measures the actual object that is 

easy to use and is cost effective.  
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II.III.VIII Solution  

The solution required for the conservation community is one that is cost 

effective, provides reference data to current standards and measures the spectrum 

of a source and the spectral response of the object. It also needs be easy to use, so 

that a larger portion of the conservation community will use it.  

 Proposed is and tested for this thesis is a spectroradiometer on a 

smartphone that can replicate the response of blue wool to fading in museum or 

gallery environments.  The assembled system is able to measure a spectrum from 

393 nm to 650 nm. It has a spectral resolution of ± 7 nm and an irradiance 

accuracy of around +/- 27.5% with 5 orders of dynamic range, and it is possible 

to improve the system parameters through methods of spectral deconvolution and 

noise removal algorithms. With more data collection, the reflectance response of 

blue wool can be correlated to an object's sensitivity by using the spectral and 

radiometric measurement of the illumination and the absorption spectrum of the 

object, deduced from the reflected spectrum of the object. The data can then be 

used to recommend a lighting condition based for the object in units of spectral 

irradiance, lux level, correlated color temperature and the UV metric (μW/lm)  

for that particular object. The system doesn’t require knowledgeable personnel, 

the user just needs to know how to take a picture with a smartphone.  

 The attachment for the smartphone is an easy cost-effective solution. It 

uses simple 3-d printed parts and off-shelf optical components. It is also easy to 

assembly and can have interactive automated calibration procedure to help 

provide more accurate results without the hassle of doing calculations. Currently 

the system costs around $421 but can be reduced with quantity pricing to $357, 

not including the cost of the smartphone. A single blue wool standard card costs 

around $20.00 (US), after 24 uses the attachment pays for itself (Gaylord 

Archival, n.d.). 

 The limitations of the spectrometer are the errors in calibration and the 

limitations of possibly not being able to collect data outside the 393 – 750 nm 

spectrum.  The plastic optics, which absorb more UV radiation than visible 

radiation, and the optical coatings limit the UV response of the system. A filter 

limits the IR response of the system. Both are common in high end smartphone 

cameras, and can cause error in the blue wool standard correlation due to the blue 

wool standard showing very low lightfastness to UV light. The spectral 

resolution is expected to get better with more processing, but is expected to be 

sufficient since Hattori H. et al used 16 nm spacings every 4 nm to determine the 

spectral sensitivity of the blue wool standard to fading (Hattori, Kunio, & Crews, 

2012).  

 The solution also provides some added advantages to the community. It 

will help to build up an even bigger database of photochemical response of 

museum objects with parameters such as artists, time period and even possibly 

medium and colorants. By reaching a larger part of the community, the system 

will help to create, “a library of action or absorption spectra of historic and 

modern … materials” (Druzik & Schaeffer, 2004). A quote from Druzik, J.R., a 
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notable conservationist at the Getty. He was referring to drawing materials but 

the statement is true for all museum objects. More data is needed to understand 

the photochemical response of objects and this solution can help make that 

happen.    
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III The Solution 

 

The presented smartphone spectroradiometer can measure the radiance of an illumination optic 

and the reflective radiance of the object being illuminated. The absorption measurement is 

deduced from the two data sets to estimate the lightfastness of the object under test. The spectrum 

has a spectral resolution of ± 7 nm with the possibility of better resolution.  

The smartphone spectroradiometer is an all-in-one instrument for imaging, measurement 

and analysis. It is easy to use and makes testing techniques, like absorption spectroscopy, more 

accessible to a larger part of the conservationist community. The system can, with more data, be 

able to estimate the expected blue wool response of lighting under the measured illumination 

conditions, helping the testing technique to be more well understood by a larger part of the 

community, who have been trained on blue wool testing. The software application, to be 

developed for a later design, can provide the complete set of analysis and comparison tools, 

guiding users through the calibration and measuring processes, minimizing user error, improving 

repeatability and accuracy.    

The optical design is a spectrometer that is made from off-the-shelf and 3D printed parts. 

The system is shown in Figure III.I using a Samsung S7 smartphone for a display and imaging 

(Ho, 2016). However, the phone will not be used in later design iteration because the optical 

image stabilizer (OIS), V, which caused problems for the calibration process.  

 

 
Figure III.I Current Spectroradiometer using a Samsung S7 smartphone. 

 

The bill of material for the smartphone spectroradiometer is shown in Table IV.I and the 

total cost of the parts is around $421 not including the cost of the smartphone. It is possible to 

reduce the cost even further if the parts are bought in larger quantities. The system provides a 

detectable spectral range from 393 – 650 nm, limited by the camera’s spectral response and 

geometry of the design. It has ± 7 nm of resolution, 5 orders of magnitude dynamic range, and a 

radiance accuracy of ±27.5%.  
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Part Description  Vendor  
Vendor Part 

Number  
Cost  

Cost in 

Quantity 

Ocean Optics Lab-grade 

Patch Cord UV/VIS 100 

μm 1m  Ocean Optics P100-1-UV-VIS 

$112 $112 

Fiber Optic Collimator  Edmund Optics   88-172 $150  $135/11 

1200 lp/mm UV Grating  Thorlabs  GTU13-12 $92 $92 

3d printed parts ± 50 μm  Protolabs   xx-xxx 
 $64 

$15, personal 

3D printer 

Assortment 2-56 screws McMaster  

92196A085 & 

92196A076 
$1 $1 

Brass plastic inserts  McMaster 92395A311 $2 $2 

Total      $421 $357 

Table III.I The material for the spectroradiometer. 

This solution provides a more accurate testing method for visible deterioration sensitivity 

of an object but still references the vetted standard of blue wool to bridge the gap between the two 

test methods. 

 

III.I Current Smartphone Technology and Spectrometers 

In 2015 Pew Research released findings that nearly 2/3 of American adults own a 

smartphone (Smith A. , 2015). What most of those adults probably don’t realize is that 

they are using some of the most advanced and cutting-edge technology in the world. 

Which is why it is no surprise there is a lot of testing, measurement and analysis 

techniques that have been developed to utilize a smartphone’s camera.  

 Current smartphone technology allows a user to take high resolution images at fractions 

of the cost of comparable instruments. The fractional cost of these smartphones is due to 

scale at which the manufacturers produces these systems. With the camera being one of 

the more expensive and advanced pieces of technology on the phone, it makes sense why a 

slew of phone attachments have sought to leverage the capabilities of these sophisticated 

imaging devices.  

Most of these attachments are within the medical field and are developed usually 

in the fields of biology and chemistry, with the goal to bring 1st world medical care and 

testing to remote locations. X. Liu et al. (2014) and P.L. Urban (2015) summarized a lot of 

these technologies in 2014 and 2015 (Liu, Lin, & Lillehoj, 2014) (Urban, 2016). Since 

then, there have been even more advances in the work of smartphone attachments for 

remote lab work.   

A recent smartphone spectrometer design built by by M.A. Hossain, and discussed 

in their article Optical fiber smartphone spectrometer, is described as a spectrometer for 

the detection of the spectral response of object from a known source, for the application 

for food quality monitoring (Hoossain, Canning, Cook, & Jamalipour, 2016). The design, 

like most smartphone spectrometers, used a system of projecting and collection optics, 

reflective diffraction grating and a cylindrical lens. The creativity of this system is 

noticeable with their use of a fiber bundle for illumination and collection of light. 
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However, their spectral bandwidth was limited to 420 – 670 nm and their choice in 

grating, for cost effectiveness, limits their resolution, which was not clearly specified. 

They also have algorithm limitations because of their reliability on the smartphone’s 

internal RGB map to color space known because of their use of a JPG image for analysis. 

This means that their results may have errors due to the phone’s internal color space 

mapping function, and because they were limited to jpg images they will limited to the 

255 bandwidths of the jpg file format. The whole system is also bulky due to the path 

length needed for the reflective dispersion, the illumination source, and the mechanical 

mounting of the endoscope fiber. This system will be great for project-specific use but 

lacks features, including spectral bandwidth, spectral resolution and footprint, that would 

be appealing to a larger community, like art conservationists.    

 A spectrometer has also been built into a smartphone; Changhong’s H2 

smartphone that has a built-in spectrometer, SCiO from Consumer Physics Inc (Johnson, 

2017).  It was publicly shown at the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) 2017 conference 

in Las Vegas, Nevada. Currently there is limited data on the system, however some 

articles have described it as a spectrometer that measures the reflections of an object being 

illuminated by an onboard infrared source to determine the molecular makeup of the 

object.  The data collected is compared to a database of known spectrums accessed on the 

cloud, to identify the object being probed. The infrared source can provide relative spectral 

measurements of the object but cannot provide the radiometric measurements that are 

important in museum and gallery settings. This specialized smartphone spectrometer also 

lacks pointing control. The aperture is on the back of the phone, and the system requires 

objects to be close to the aperture and source, so the object can reflect enough light back 

into the aperture to get a reading. This system does address ease of use because the system 

is already assembled, but it is not useful to conservationists conducting in situ light 

sensitivity measurements of object because the method relies on an infrared source for 

absorption and/or reflective spectroscopy.   

More cost-effective systems have been developed, but are constrained to lower 

resolutions and their purpose is usually focused on education and providing advanced 

science technology to remote communities. These systems are often unable to provide 

useful measurement data. Public Labs, a “community” run nonprofit organization, 

designed a cardboard tube with a slit that can be attached to a phone that uses a 

transmissive pieces of diffraction material, a CD, as the spectrometer attachment (IVYX 

Scientific) (Public Lab).However, the only field control, one of the main factors 

controlling resolution, is the slit at the front of the cardboard tube, seen in Figure III.II, 

translating to poor system resolution. Public Lab’s system educates, empowers, and allow 

researchers to work remotely but with some limitations. 

From these resources, and even more patents and articles that were not discussed, 

the utilization of smartphone technology in a spectrometer system is nothing new. 

However, the application of the scientific smartphone spectroradiometer in the field of 

conservation is novel. By providing an accurate, easy to use solution that references vetted 

techniques, the proposed solution empowers, educates, and bridges the gap between the 

current testing techniques in the conservationist community and the less accurate, yet 

vetted and inexpensive testing techniques of the past, the blue wool standard  

https://publiclab.org/methods
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.  

III.II Optical Design Requirements  

The system had to measure low light levels, with good resolution and small packing that 

was attractive to the conservation community who come from different education 

backgrounds (science, history, art etc). These system performance demands drove the 

optical system requirements.  

The system had to capture low light levels around 50 lux, an irradiance metric 

recommended for most museum and gallery settings (CIE (International Commision on 

Illumination), 2004). This can be achieved by having a larger collection area and 

collection angle. However, because spectrometers convert the spatial component of 

collected light, to the spectral component, the initial field, collection area and angle, is 

convolved with the spectral dispersion from the grating thus reducing the spectral 

resolution of the system. As a result, the collection optical elements prior to the grating, 

had to provide a collimated beam, with little chromatic divergence, to the grating, but 

must also collect light with a large field of view (FOV).   

The spectral resolution requirement is based on data by Hattori, H. et al. (2011) who 

illuminated blue wool samples, AATCC standard, with 4 nm bands of light spaced 16 nm 

apart from a xenon arc lamp with spectral range from 200 to 700 nm (Hattori, Kunio, & 

Crews, 2012).  These measurements were used to define a complete blue wool response 

to the xenon arc lamp.  Thus, the system must have equivalent to or better than ± 16 nm 

of spectral resolution.  

Hattoir. H et al. and Laurner found that blue wool and undyed wool respond 

more significantly to UVA wavelengths, 315 to 400nm (Hattori, Kunio, & Crews, 2012) 

(Launer, 1966). Thus, the system needs to detect ranges below 400 nm.  

To make the system more appealing to a community from different backgrounds the 

optical design of the smartphone had to be used as is with no internal modifications. The 

system also needed to reduce the difficulty of the testing technique of absorption 

spectroscopy, and the analysis and measurement techniques had to be able to be carried 

out by those who may not understand the optical or scientific processes of the technique. 

Figure III.II Images of the Public Labs Spectrometer 3.0 that attaches to a phone. 

(IVYX Scientific) 
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This is why the smartphone app, to be done in a later design iterations, must analyze all 

the data and provide a user with a step-by-step calibration process. 

The assembly of the attachment had to be easy. Ideally the system needed to be 

as simple as slipping or snapping a cover onto the phone. It also needed to be compact, to 

look more appealing to a larger audience of users.  The attachment, as well as the 

components, also needed to be cost effective. This meant that the system needed to 

incorporate compact off the shelf components or be printed using common 3D printer 

available to the mass public.  

 

Requirement Task 

Detect 50 lux light 

levels 

Enough Light Collection 

Spectral Resolution ≤ ± 16 nm 

Spectrum < 400 nm 

Attractive Attachment off the shelf or 3d 

printed parts 

Table III.II Smartphone spectroradiometer requirements and tasks 

The requirements described are more quantitative in nature because of the lack of 

information on the rear camera of the Samsung S7 smartphone optical design, the chosen 

phone for the prototype and testing. However, through an iterative testing and design 

process, a prototype was successfully built and tested. The design process is discussed in 

the design section. Lessons learned and next steps for the engineering project will be 

discussed in the conclusion.     

 

III.III The Design  

The rear camera of the Samsung S7 smartphone was used in the prototype design of the 

smartphone spectroradiometer because it has a larger number of users and it is capable of 

capturing RAW images for a more accurate radiometric response. It was also readily 

available during the time for experimental testing.  

The Samsung S7 smartphone uses a SONY IMX260 CMOS silicon image sensor 

with 1.4 μm pixel pitch, is 3024 x 4032 pixels in size (4.23 mm x 5.64 mm ) and has a 

Bayer pattern of rggb (Ho, 2016).  The optical design is a F/1.7 lens with a back an 

effective focal length of about 4.25 mm, and an aperture size around 2.5 mm and a FOV 

of about  ± 31o. 

Reverse engineering of this design, for modeling purposes proved to be difficult as 

most companies do not release accurate models the optical design. This uncertainty of the 

design is why, multiple smartphone optical designs were used to model the optical 

performance of the smartphone photometer. The first design had a full field of view 

(FFOV) of 61o and an aperture of 1.75 mm and references an F/3 design from (Xuefeng, 
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2013).  It is used to model the field dependence and alignment of the smartphone camera, 

or imaging system, to the spectroradiometer, or collection optics and grating.  Two other 

designs used single paraxial, perfectly on-axis, lenses and a sapphire window were used 

to model the pixel wavelength mapping, or spectral resolution of the system. One design 

provided a F/1.7 lens, similar to the Samsung S7 smartphone, and the other provided a 

F/2.2 lens, similar to the iPhone 6. A possible smartphone candidate for the next design 

iteration if the iPhone’s OIS is controlled. There was no way to model the actual spectral 

resolution of the imaging system without the actual optical prescription. 

A few different light collection optical designs were possible candidates for the 

light collection including a two-collimating lens assembly, Figure III.IV, a microscope 

objective, Figure III.IV and fiber optic collimator with a fiber optic input.  

 
Figure III.III Light Collection assembly using two Edmund Optics achromats, 84327, and 

a 50 μm wide slit  

 

 

 
Figure III.IV Light collection assembly using Thorlab’s microscope objective, TL4X-SAP.. 
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The double collimating lens design provided the best light throughput, or 

efficiency and has good control of radiometry and resolution, but needs an expensive, 

microns size slit aligned between the two collimating achromats. The microscope 

objective did not preserve radiometry, a large amount of light is vignette due to the 

discrepancy between the 11 mm collimated beam output from the microscope compared 

to the approximately 2 – 4 mm aperture of most smartphones. The fiber optic collimator u 

required off the shelf components that needed no alignment because the SMA connector 

was pre-aligned to the fiber and optic for each of the collimator and patch cord fiber 

assemblies. The fiber provides a larger FOV than the two collimating lenses, on a similar 

order to the microscope objective.  The fiber collimator provided a small collimated beam 

that is more efficiently coupled into the camera aperture and had the advantage of rapid 

implementation due to its pre-alignment. For this reason, the SMA fiber collimator was 

used in the initial system prototype. 

The smartphone spectroradiometer design, shown in Figure III.V is simply a 

transmissive spectrometer design. It can be broken down into three different systems, the 

collection optics, the dispersion optic and the imaging optics. The collection optics 

include a 1m long 100 μm core fiber with a collection/emission angle of 0.22 and SMA 

connector ends for durability and ease of assembly to the collimating optic. The grating is 

a transmissive 1200 line pair/mm (lp/mm) grating that has good transmission in the near 

UV range, below 400 nm. The optical prescription is shown in Table III.III. 

 

 

 
Figure III.V Smartphone spectrometer optical design. Shown with a 0.22 NA point source. 
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Table III.III Optical prescription of the smartphone spectrometer using the prescriptions 

with Thorlab’s F671SMA-405 and the imaging optics from (Xuefeng, 2013).  

This design allowed for more alignment error because of how the camera captures 

the incoming light from the grating.  Collimated light from the collection optics that was 

incident on the grating were coupled into the camera aperture collimated but at a 

particular angle, dependent on the wavelength of light, from the optical axis of the 

assembly. This dispersion is defined with the grating equation, Equation (III-I), where θm 

is the diffraction angle, θi is the incident angle, m is the diffraction order, λ is the 

wavelength (m) and d is the spacing per lp (m/lp).   

 

 sin 𝜃𝑚 − sin 𝜃𝑖 =  
𝑚𝜆

𝑑
 

 

( III-I ) 

 

  To the camera the beams from the grating appeared to be coming in from 

infinity.  As a result, the camera was required to be focused to infinity and the dispersion 

angles from the grating were mapped to the detector plane of the camera. The mapping, 

mapped the spectral response of the grating, dispersion angle per wavelength, are 

converted to spatial components, or pixel position on the detector plane of the camera. Of 

course, the source is not a point source but rather the size of the area of the fiber optic, but 

this is discussed in III.III.II. The advantage of having the dispersed beams projected to 

infinity is that the image will not move, while using the spectroradiometer. This also 

makes the alignment easier since it just comes down to coupling the collimating optic with 

the camera, which is done with the mechanical parts of the system.  

During the experimental test of the smartphone spectroradiometer it was 

discovered that the projection of the dispersion at infinity didn’t help due to the OIS of 

the Samsung S7 smartphone, as discussed in section V along with other smartphones that 

may result in the same issue, including the iPhone 7 and up.  

 

III.III.I Fiber Optic Collimator   

Two SMA fiber optic collimators were specified for this thesis, one was used for 

modeling and as a backup for the prototype the second was the fiber optic that 

was used in for prototype testing, but there was no optical or divergence data 
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provided with it.  

The first fiber optic, used for modeling, was a SMA fiber optic 

collimator from Thorlabs, F671SMA-405, with a NA of 0.6 and a focal length of 

4.02 mm, resulting in a 0.83 F/# and an aperture of 4.84 mm .  It was chosen 

because it had good divergence performance below 400 nm, as seen in Figure 

III.VII.  

 

 
Figure III.VI Expeted divergence from F671SMA-405 fiber optic collimator from 

Thorlabs.  

 The second fiber optic collimator, used for the prototype 

spectroradiometer, was from Edmund Optics , 88-172, with a 4 mm aperture and 

focal length of 10 mm, resulting in a 2.5 F/# that is compatible with a 0.22 NA 

fiber. It was specified to work in the wavelength range of 350 to 2200 nm.   

  

III.III.II Fiber Optic Cable  

As mentioned before a good spectrometer design is a balance between spectral 

resolution and power on the detector. The fiber optic cable diameter is directly 

related to both those specifications. Choosing the right diameter core is a trade 

study between the spectral resolution and the power on the detector.  

Common spectrometers, from Ocean Optics , Vernier Scientific or 

Hamamatsu usually use fiber optic cables with diameters greater than 400 μm. 

However, those system tend to have a larger footprint and allow for more 

dispersion, thus less convolution between the individual wavelengths meaning 

better spectral resolution. Thus a trade study of common off the shelf fiber optic 

core diameters is shown in Table III.IV.   
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Table III.IV Trade study table to determine best diameter for fiber optic cable.  

 

The pixels per wavelength and the spot size, geometric spot size, were 

defined using the optical prescription in Table III.III. The spectral resolution, 

discussed more in section III.III.VIII, was found by dividing the spot size by the 

number of pixels per wavelength. The value was also rounded because pixels are 

discrete and do not pick up decimals or half crossings of data on a pixel. The 

expected power, to fall on the grating, is found using Equation (III-I), which is 

the equation for determining the power on the detector plane of a two-aperture 

radiometer.  

 Φ =
𝐿𝐴𝑐𝐴𝑓

𝑓2
 

 

( III-II ) 

  

Where L is the radiance of an extended source, assumed to Lambertian 

and 16 nit, converted from 50 lux exitance the recommended max for museum 

lighting. Ac is the area of the aperture of the collimator, Af  is the aperture of the 

fiber optic cable, and f is the focal length of the fiber optic collimator. The 

specifications for the Edmund Optic fiber optic collimator were used.  

 Based on the trade study data provided in Table III.IV the 100 μm core 

fiber was chosen because it provided a spectral resolution less than the +16 nm 

required with 4 times more power than the 50 μm fiber.   

 Just like any optical material a fiber optic patch cord may absorb any 

light that transmits through it. Again, the preserve light it was verified that the 

fiber optic patch cord did not significantly attenuate the spectrum of interests, 

especially wavelengths below 400 nm which were expected to be very low. That 

is why the P100 – 1-UV-VIS, fiber optic cable from Ocean Optics was chosen 

with the attenuation shown in Figure III.VIII.  
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Figure III.VII Attenuation (dB/m) vs. wavelength for the P100-1-UV-VIS used for 

the spectroradiometer. (Ocean Optics) 

This meant a loss of 0.1 dB/m at 400 nm was to be expected. For one 

meter long cable that resulted in a percent loss of < 3 % (0.1/10 = log10(Vm / 

Vi.). This was less than most off the shelf 50 μm cables with a stiff jacket for 

protection and a SMA connector.    

III.III.III Grating  

Initially a 830 lp/mm off the shelf UV transmission grating with an efficiency 

angle of 19.4o, from Thorlabs, GTU13-08, was chosen for the design. It had a 

transmission as shown in Figure IV.VIII, where the first order is the order that 

was observed for the spectral dispersion. Modeling showed that it could provide 

a spectral spread from 375 nm to 700 nm or 1240 pixels, 41% of the pixel plane 

and did not transmit the zeroth order.  

 
When the smartphone spectrometer was assembled, the dispersion was 

less than expected and the zeroth order along with a phantom spectrum was seen, 

as shown in Figure III.IX On further examination, the optical model being used 

had a FOV of ±19.4o much less than the Samsung S7 smartphone’s ± 31o. The 

optical model was updated to the one shown in Table III.III (Xuefeng, 2013). 

Figure III.VIII Efficiency transmission of GTU13-08, 

UV grating from Thorlabs. (Thorlabs) 
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Sure enough the, larger FOV optic showed the phenomenons that are in Figure 

III.IX.  

 

  

Figure III.IX Image of a spectrum with the zeroth order present on the left. On 

the right is the optical design.  

 

The prototype switched to using the 1200 lp/mm version of the same 

grating from Thorlabs, GTU13-12 which did not allow the zeroth order to reach 

the detector plane. The grating 1200 lp/mm grating had a 36.9o incident angle for 

best efficiency. The transmission of the grating is shown in Figure III.X. The 

updated model with a more accurate representation of the FOV of Samsung S7 

smartphone showed improved stray light performance and no zeroth order 

reaching the image plane.  

 
Figure III.X Efficiency transmission of GTU13-12, UV grating from Thorlabs. 

(Thorlabs) 

 

III.III.IV Spectrum 

For the acceptance of the blue wool replication on a phone it was important that 

the phone detect a spectral response less than 400 nm. The light collection and 
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grating element chosen to provide high transmission, for off the shelf and cost-

effective components, for the high UVA range and the VIS wavelengths. 

However, the smartphone camera system was expected to be the most limiting 

factor of the detectable spectral range of the smartphone spectroradiometer. The 

limiting factors for the transmission in the smartphone are the material 

transmission of the camera lenses, the detector sensitivity due to the Bayer filters.  

While the detector is a silicon detector, with a theoretical detectable 

range from around 300 nm – 1100 nm, the Bayer filter covering the silicon 

detector is what limits the spectrum. The Bayer filters are used for color response 

correlation, designed to be transmissive in the average photopic response range, 

400 - 700nm. Since there was limited data on the optical design of the phone, the 

Bayer response and imaging optic transmission of the smartphone were found 

through experimentation.  

Most smartphones use plastic optics for imaging. The camera was 

designed for imaging what a human can see, making it highly likely that are 

materials, filters and coatings used to reduce the amount of unwanted light, such 

as wavelengths outside the human response. Because of this, the spectrum of the 

smartphone spectrometer was expected to be limited.  

Common materials used in phone, plastic, tend absorb any wavelength 

lower than 400 nm. In Figure III.XI a couple common materials used in 

smartphone cameras are plotted, with the most common being the family of 

Cyclic Olefin materials. Because of these it was hypothesized that the system 

will only be able to see near the 400 nm wavelength, but at very low signal 

levels. For the prescription in Table III.III , with a total optical material thickness 

of 3.3 mm this would result in a loss of about 8 % assuming the system is cyclic 

olefin which passes 50% of the wavelengths around 360 nm as shown in Figure 

III.XI.   

 

 
Figure III.XI Transmission of common plastic optics for about a 2.5 mm 

thickness, where Cyclic type materials are most commonly used in smartphone 

cameras. (G-S Plasti Optics Precision Polymer Optics)  
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The coatings also limit the UV response. The purpose of coating in a 

smartphone camera system is to reduce the amount of reflections. Theoretically, 

with no coatings, there should be around 4% Fresnel reflections, but coatings are 

used to reduce that to be less than 2%, Figure III.XIII shows common anti-

reflection (AR) coatings used on plastic. Notice however the slope trends past 

400 nm, the percentage begins to increase close to 3% which reduces the amount 

of UV that gets to the image plane. For systems with around 5 optics and 2 

surfaces per optic, that could be a transmission loss for the UV light of 40% for 

Fresnel or only 30% for the coated optics, not including and absorption, covered 

above.  

The IR filter can also reduce the spectral range but it is not a concern for 

the application of the smartphone spectrometer. IR can cause deterioration of 

objects, but very little for the 780 to 1100 nm range that silicon can see. Like the 

material choice reasoning, IR filters are there to reduce unwanted light outside 

the photometric response, it just becomes noise on the image plane for cameras 

mimicking the photopic response. A typical IR filter will most likely reduce the 

spectral throughput above 780 nm to almost zero, as seen in Figure III.XII.   

 
Figure III.XIII Typical IR cutoff filter response, with a declining knee in the 

curve starting at about 625 nm and appearing to fall to zero just after 750 nm. 

(Eigen Imaging Inc.) 

These assumptions based on common transmission of plastic optics and 

coatings, indicate that the spectrum measured by the spectroradiometer will be 

significantly reduced outside the visible ranged. With a zero response at 350 nm 

and very limited response past 780 nm. However more exact testing was needed 

Figure III.XII Typical plastic AR coatings. (evaporates coatings inc. (eci)) 
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to define the spectrum of the smartphone spectrometer.  

 

III.III.IV.I Bayer Filter Testing of the Samsung S7 Smartphone 

The Bayer filter spectral response was tested for the Samsung S7 smartphone to 

verify the spectrum that it could detect. Most data provided on Bayer filters did 

not show a response past 400 nm because it is not needed for cameras that are 

only taking colored images capturing with the spectrum of the photopic response. 

However, there are signs that the Bayer filters do not go to zero for common blue 

and maybe even the red Bayer filters. 

 For instance, the Bayer response of a Sony detector in the same 

family as the Samsung S7 smartphone’s detector is shown in Figure IV.XIV. The 

50% transmission response of the blue filter at 400 nm may indicate that the 

detector is able to detect wavelengths past 400 nm. The slope of the red filter, 

also indicates this but more testing is needed to prove this. So, spectral testing 

was done to verify the spectral range of the smartphone camera system without 

any of the spectroradiometer attachments (e.g. grating, fiber collimator, and 

fiber). The testing also provides information on not just the detector but the 

transmission of the entire optical system, an even more insightful measurement 

for modeling the optical performance.  It would have been more insightful to test 

the spectroradiometer, but it was not designed in time for this test and there was 

not enough time to go back and retest.  

Initial testing of the system response was done using a 4W/cm2 UV 

curing lamp with a peak wavelength of 365 nm and filters. The source had a fiber 

optic output that was aligned to the aperture of the phone and placed about 250 

mm from the aperture. The smartphone took images  with a one second exposure 

time. The source and then the filters were placed in front of the smartphone to 

block most of the wavelengths from the source.  A spectrometer was also used to 

measure the spectral output from the source and the filtered source. The data in 

Figure III.XV shows a 365 nm peak that was calculated to have 40 % more 

intensity than the 700 nm peak. Comparing to the data in Figure III.XIV, this 

Figure III.XIV Bayer filter response of the IMX214 

(shown in the solid line) and IMX135 (shown in the 

dotted line). 
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indicates that if the optical system detects the UV peak the blue Bayer channel 

should have the max response. If the 700 nm peak is the only light detected than 

the Red channel should be the highest response.   

  

Figure III.XV UV Source response without and with filters. 

The Samsung S7 smartphone response is show in Figure III.XVI where 

the relative max response of the red, green and blue Bayer filter channels are 

1125,1217, and 1373 respectively. Giving an indication that the phone is 

detecting the peak below 400 nm.  

 

 

Figure III.XVI Response of Bayer filter channels to a 1 sec exposure of the UV 

curing lamp with filters covering the aperture of the camera.  

 

However, this evidence from the expected Bayer filter response graph 

and the testing of the UV source is not substantial proof of the Bayer filter 

response below 400. Because of this a Beckman D4 640 spectrophotometer was 

used to measure the Bayer response of the Samsung S7 smartphone rear optical 

camera. (Note, the spectrophotometer is actually a spectroradiometer because it 

produces and measures wavelengths outside the photometric spectrum.) The 
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system’s source was relatively calibrated using an OSRAM MR16 Halogen bulb, 

64607 8V 50W, with a reflector. The relative calibration is needed because the 

spectroradiometer’s data output is normalized to the internal sources response, 

where any measured data provided by the system is either a percent transmission 

loss or absolute absorption. Figure III.XVII shows the transmission response of 

the halogen bulb when coupled into the measuring cavity, the relative spectrum 

of the halogen lamp, and the correction factor.  

 

Figure III.XVII The transmission response of the MR16 lamp, the relative 

spectrum of the lamp and the correction factor for the spectroradiometer data.  

 

A calibration vector was found by dividing the expected spectrum by the 

measured spectrum, as per Equation ( III-III ). Where the spectrums, measured 

and expected, are dependent on the same wavelength.   

 

 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝜆𝑛) =  
𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚(𝜆𝑛)

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚(𝜆𝑛)
 

 

( III-III ) 

 

After calibration, the smartphone was placed in the spectroradiometer, 

aligned to take images of the source with the rear camera. A spectral scan at 120 

nm/min was done and images were taken at 20 nm intervals from 900nm to 350 

nm.  Multiple scans of the spectroradiometer’s source were done at ¼ sec, 1 sec 

and 8 sec exposure times resulting in images with wavelength samples of .5 nm, 

2 nm, 16 nm. A fourth set of scans was done for the wavelengths below 400 nm. 

However, because of the low light level detection below 400 nm, the exposure 

time was increased to 10 sec, resulting in images that were integrated over 20 nm 

due to the 120 nm/min speed. Thus the scan was done multiple times to build up 

the 5 nm spacing of the 10 sec exposure images. Using the analysis techniques 

discussed in section VI, the Bayer filter response was found and is shown in 

Figure III.XVIII compared to the Bayer response of the family of detectors of the 

Samsung S7 smartphone for comparison.  
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A closer look at the UV response is shown in Figure III.XIX of the 

rescale plot of the Bayer filters response and Figure III.XX shows cropped 

images of the spectroradiometer source at 5 nm interval with integrations of 20 

nm. Only the blue Bayer filter showed significant responses.  

 

Figure III.XIX Bayer filter response below 400 nm.  

   

The Bayer response shows that wavelengths lower than 400 nm can be detected 

by the Samsung S7 smartphone. The response is very similar in shape to the 

Bayer response released by Samsung for a detector within the same family of the 

IMX CMOS image sensors. However, the response is very low. 

Figure III.XVIII Bayer response of the filters measured is on the right. The Bayer 

filter response expected from the same family of detectors, without optics, is 

shown on the right. 
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The smartphone spectrometer can detect a range between 365 to 725 nm 

due to its dynamic range provided with variable exposure times. This means, the 

system should be able to detect and measure the source and object response 

outside the photopic response providing more accurate data for visible 

deterioration as well as the correlation to the blue wool response.  

III.III.V Radiometry  

The spectroradiometer was broken down into two radiometric systems to make it 

easier to model the radiometric response of the system. The first contained the 

fiber and collimating optic, with the grating acting as the image plane for an 

improved basic radiometer. The second was the grating diverging output and the 

coupling efficiency between the output from grating and the aperture of the 

smartphone camera. Because the smartphone camera design was not known the 

calculated radiometric response was defined as the expected response to be 

detected by the smartphone camera.  

The modeled source was defined as an object that is 100 % reflective of 

the 50 lux, the recommended luminous for museum objects, that is incident on it. 

The object is assumed to have a lambertian response thus the radiance is defined 

by Equation ( III-IV ). Where M is the exitance, at 50 lux, and L is the radiance 

calculated to be 16 nit.    

 𝐿 =
𝑀

𝜋
 

 

( III-IV ) 

 

This quantity is limited to the photometric response, as discussed in 

III.III.I Lux. To use these parameters for the smartphone spectrometer that 

measures outside the spectral response, the 16 nt is converted to a 16 A.ntU. 

Figure III.XX The Bayer response of the blue channel for the 10 sec 

exposures of the spectroradiometer source. 
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(arbitrary nit unit). The source is also assumed to be an extended source, because 

are very few if any point sources in a museum or gallery setting.   

A spectrum measured at the University of Arizona’s Museum of Art was 

converted to a relative spectral response at discrete wavelengths within the 365 to 

725 nm spectrum, with the 365 having extreme noise.  

   

Wavelength (nm)  Relative Wavelength Response 

365 0.025839793 

415 0.031007752 

465 0.07751938 

515 0.108527132 

565 0.167958656 

615 0.206718346 

665 0.142118863 

715 0.129198966 

725 0.111111111 

Table III.V Relative response of the lighting measured at the University of 

Arizona’s Museum of Art. 

 

III.III.V.I Radiometer 1: Improved Basic Radiometer 

The first radiometer included the fiber optic cable aperture, the fiber optic 

collimator and the 1st surface of the grating, acting as the imaging plane. The 

system is similar to an improved basic radiometer setup and is shown in Figure 

III.XXI The fiber optic cable attenuation was assumed to be conserved.  

 
Figure III.XXI Improved basic radiometer.Cartoon representation of the first 

radiometric system of the smartphone spectroradiometer. 

The fiber input was a 100 μm core fiber, the radiance (L) was 16 A.ntU. 

using Equation ( III-V ) to describe the power that was incident on the grating, or 

image plane, for the first radiometer of the smartphone spectroradiometer. 
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 𝛷𝑑𝑒𝑡 =
𝜏𝐿𝐴𝑜𝐴𝑓𝑠

𝑓2
. 

 

( III-V ) 

 

Where τ is the transmission, L is the radiance measured by the 

radiometer, Ao  is the aperture of the fiber optic cable, Afs is the aperture of the 

collimating lens that is the field stop of the system, f is the focal length of the 

collimating lens. A.lmU. is an arbitrary lumen unit resulting from the A.nt.U unit. 

The calculations are shown in Table IV.VI for the Edmund Optics and Thorlabs 

fiber optic collimators. 

 

Parameter 

(unit) 
Edmund Optics Thorlabs 

τ  95% 95% 

L (A. nt U.) 16 16 

Ao (m2) 7.854E-09 7.854E-09 

Afs (m2) 5.027E-05 1.846E-05 

f (m) .010 .00404 

I (A. lm U.) 1.590E-08 1.343E-07 

Table III.VI Calculations for the radiometric response for both fiber optic 

collimators. 

 The response from the Thorlabs fiber optic collimator is about an order 

of magnitude better. However, it throws away light because it will be providing a 

spot size that larger in diameter than the Edmund Optics collimator because the 

Thorlabs collimator aperture is larger, and the aperture of the collimator is the 

field stop of the improved radiometer system. This is discussed more in the next 

section on coupling efficiency. 

 

III.III.V.II Radiometer 2: Coupling Efficiency 

The second radiometric system was dependent on light coupling efficiency, or 

radiometric pupil matching. The efficiency was defined by the beam diameter 

produced by the first radiometer on the grating, the area of the diverging beams 

after the grating, and the aperture of the smartphone camera.  

The grating efficiency affects the efficiency of the radiometric system per 

wavelength more drastically than any other element in the smartphone 

spectroradiometer. This was because transmission gratings do not transmit 

uniformly, the transmission of the chosen grating was shown previously in Figure 

III.X.  

The beam diameter from the first radiometer on the grating was found to 

be a 0.219 μm2 with optical modeling software, using the Thorlabs fiber optic 

collimator. The diverging beam from the grating can be defined by the grating 

equation, Equation ( III-II ), and Snell’s law Equation (III-VI), due to the 2 mm 

thickness of the gratin. Combining the equations results in Equation ( III-VII ) 
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where the incident angle is assumed to be zero. A pictorial of the coupling is 

shown in Figure IV.XXII 

 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃1)𝑛1 =  𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃2)𝑛2 
 

( III-VI ) 

 

 

 𝜃2 = 𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑠𝑖𝑛(
𝑚𝜆

𝑑
− 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃𝑖))𝑛1 

 

( III-VII ) 

 

Where θi is the incident angle on the grating, m is the order of refraction, 

λ is the wavelength and d is the spacing (m/lp). Then the refracted beam 

propagates through the 2 mm thick material of the grating and is incident on the 

final surface where Snell’s law refracts the beam even more. Where θ1 is 

refracted beam from the grating, n1 is the refractive index of the medium of the 

grating, θ2 is the final resultant refracted beam and n2 is the refractive index of the 

medium outside the grating (air, n = 1). The extreme angles are 24.1o to 51.6o for 

the 365 and 725 nm discrete wavelengths.  

 

 
Figure III.XXII Second Radiometer, coupling efficiency diagram.  

The resultant angles from the grating and the beam diameter are used to 

define a coupling efficiency, a pictorial diagram is shown in Figure III.XXII 

There is an angle, θr’ between the grating and phone, to provide better image 

quality. The θr’ angle reduces all the diffraction angle by that exact amount of the 

diffracted angle. 
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Table III.VII Calculation of the radiometric transmission of the discrete 

wavelengths from 365 to 725, coupled through camera aperture. 

 The resulting power per wavelength is very low, but the entire system 

was assembled together and showed that the museum light levels can be 

measured using long exposure times.  

 

III.III.VI Spectral Resolution 

The spectral resolution of the system was defined by the nm per pixel separation, 

the divergence of the collimating beam from the fiber optic, and the spot size of 

the individual wavelengths on the detector. Of course, the spectrum does not 

show up as individual spots of the beam diameter for single nm spectrums. 

Rather, it shows up as a convolution of the spot size of all the individual 

wavelengths and sub wavelengths at their transmitted intensities. The convolved 

spots overlap and a detector will measure multiple single nm responses. Thus, the 

single nm separation on the pixel plane and the spot size needed to be modeled to 

verify the spectral resolution.  

To model the nm separation on the pixel plane the paraxial single lens 

designs were used. Using a script written in Zemax the centroid of each 

wavelength separated by 15 nm was found for the on-axis and off axis field, 

shown in Figure III.XXIII. The wavelength positions were fitted using a linear 

response, to find an equation that could map the pixel response to a wavelength.  
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Figure III.XXIII Mapping pixel position to wavelength. 

A sine fit should be used because the dispersion is defined by the grating 

equation, which is dependent on sine, as shown in Equation ( III-I ). However, 

the image optical system would need to be telecentric in order for the pixel 

spacing to be accurately modeled using the diffraction equation, combined and 

simplified in Equation (III-VII). Of course, if more information, beside the focal 

length and F/#, were known about the Samsung S7 smartphone the following 

equation could be used to develop a simplified fitting function based dependent 

on geometrical optics.  

 tan ( 𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
𝑚Δ𝜆

𝑑
+ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖) = 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 

 

( III-VIII ) 

Taking a closer look at the wavelength separation on the pixel plane. The 

F/1.7 system has about a four pixel separation between single nm while the F/2.2 

system has about a six pixel separation per nm. Which makes sense for a slower 

systems, the dispersion will be able to disperse for a longer distance thus creating 

more separation between the single nm. 

The spot size of the system was initially modeled, with the small FOV 

camera lens, to be about 18 μm rms spot size, or 13 pixels, for the Thorlabs fiber 

optic, on axis. Figure III.XXIV shows a cartoon explanation of what is happening 

per pixel on the detector plane. 
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Figure III.XXIV Spot size convolution on the detector plane due to spectral 

resolution of the system and divergence of the collimator.  

 The figure also explains what happens of the beam that falls onto the 

grating was not perfectly collimated, it would shift on the pixel plane. Which is 

why the diverging angle of the collimating optic was so important. The diverging 

data for the Thorlabs optic was used for analysis. Considering the divergence 

data, Figure III.VI, for the Thorlabs fiber optic collimator, since there is no data 

on the EO collimator, the divergence ranges from zero at .05° at the focus of 405 

nm, to .19° at 350 nm and up to .52° at 700 nm resulting in 4, 14 and up to 38 

total pixel shift of the wavelength.  

The 100 μm fiber was also modeled with the smaller FOV camera lens a 

resulted in a +/- 56 pixel shift of the spectral resolution, as discussed in section 

III.II.II Fiber Optic Cable. This is what dominates the spectral resolution, thus the 

+/56 pixels divided by the 1 nm per 4 pixels, means that every pixel is measuring 

at least +/- 14 nm. 

 

III.III.VII Mechanical Design of Attachment 

The mechanical parts did not need to be accurate because the smartphone 

spectroradiometer needed to be calibrated every time the parts were attached. 

Which made it possible to have the parts made inexpensively by a 3d printer. The 

mechanical design was printed using black PLA on a Printrbot plus with a heated 

bed and 50 μm resolution.  

The spectroradiometer attachment was designed in 4 pieces, the front 

cover, the back cover, the fiber optic collimator, and the screen, an exploded 

view is shown in Figure III.XXV. Four inserts were used to mount the fiber optic 

holder to the back cover, and four other inserts were used to mount the back 

cover to the front cover, which surrounds the phone for a tight fit. Resulting in 

total of 8 screws used.  
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Figure III.XXV Spectroradiometer phone attachment for Samsung S7 

smartphone. False color applied for better visual resolution. 

 

The design can be printed on any 3d printer, however not every 3d 

printer is the same and the tolerances may need to be adjusted based on material, 

temperature, if there is a heated bed and the specified resolution of the printer.  

A couple key things happened were done during the assembly of the 

spectroradiometer attachment. The grating was verified to provide a dispersion 

along the horizontal direction of the detector plane, which is the larger direction 

of the 3023 x 4032 detector. Hot glue was also used on the face of the grating to 

secure it in the mechanical slot, and it was made sure that it was outside the clear 

aperture of the grating. Black electrical tape was used on the top of the fiber optic 

holder because of stray light that was due to the tolerances of the 3d printer. In 

later iterations, the design may be modified to remove the stray light problem. 

Plumbers tape was also used on the threads of the fiber optic collimator because 

the stiff ocean optics patch cord was unthreading itself.  

 

III.III.VIII Calibration 

Calibration was the most important aspect of the design. It needed to achieve the 

goals of being simple so that anyone could perform the calibration with minimal 

error. It also needed to require items that were inexpensive so that almost any 

conservationists would have access to them.   

 The initial procedure for calibration required the user to use three 

different LED or laser point sources and the sun for calibration. The three LEDs 

are measured by the smartphone spectroradiometer and the pixel position that the 

peak of each of the individual sources lands on is assigned the peak wavelength 

of the source. After the sun is measured by the smartphone spectroradiometer and 

the data is calibrated using the modeled spectrum of the sun from the SMARTS2 

system which is scaled using the direct normal irradiance (DNI) and the diffuse 

normal irradiance (Gueymard, Parameterized Transmittance Model for Direct 
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Beam and Circumsolar Spectral Irradiance, 2001).The DNI data uses should be 

reflective of the longitude and latitude area that the spectroradiometer is 

calibrated at. It should also only be calibrated when on clear days, to minimize 

the modeling error of the modeled relative sun spectrum. The entire calibration 

process can also be automated using an application that can link to the 

smartphones gps location and local DNI datasets.  

 During the testing of the prototype spectroradiometer the sources used 

were two laser pointers, 650 nm and 532 nm, and a blue LED, 455 nm. The 

calibrated spectrometer was used to measure the sun to calibrate the radiometric 

response of the spectroradiometer. However, during the experiment the 

calibration process described above did not work because of the OIS of the 

Samsung S7 smartphone. The spectrum measured with the calibrated 

spectrometer also was not used because of mismatch of field of view between the 

calibrated spectrometer setup and the spectroradiometer fiber optic cable. More 

on both of these calibration issues and the methods used to work around them are 

discussed in full in section VI.  

 

III.III.IX  Analysis Required 

Most smartphone camera users take images using the basic camera app provided 

with each smartphone camera app. That app usually takes and stores jpeg images 

that process the data collected from the Bayer filter sensors array into a color 

image. The processing usually defines a color for each pixel using the 

preprogrammed color matrices that assign the combination of pixel values from 

the Bayer filter to a value from 0 to 255. The jpeg file format also compressed 

the data usually by removing low occurring pixel values. The algorithms and the 

compression process make it almost impossible to compare data sets, or images, 

taken at different exposure times. These reasons are why raw images, are needed. 

Raw images are which are not compressed and most likely have limited 

algorithms applied can be used to compare data sets at different exposure times 

and  

 Raw images provided an image that is defined with 4 channels of the 

size of the detector which represent the four Bayer filters that define a single 

pixel. The Bayer patterns come in different formats. The IMX260 CMOS is the 

pattern shown in Figure III.XXVI, found in the meta data, CFA pattern matrix [1 

0 2 1], of the raw images taken by the Samsung S7 smartphone, see Appendix A.   
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Figure III.XXVI Bayer filters for a single pixel, the dimensions and Bayer filter 

for the Samsung S7 smartphone.   

Dynamic Images are an added advantage to using raw images, that make 

it possible to relate images taken at different exposure times. The smartphone, 

specifically Samsung S7 smartphone, can capture 1/24000 second to 10 second 

exposures. This allows the spectrometer to measure a range of the sources. It also 

provides the opportunity to stitch dynamic images together and detect low signals 

that are on the same level as noise. However, because of the OIS system the 

prototype spectroradiometer could not calibrate the saturated images, which are 

needed for image stitching.  

Section V. discusses the entire analysis process for the images capture. It 

also layouts the start of the algorithms that can be used to remove noise, inherent 

in raw images, and to start to automate the calibration and image processing 

process.  
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IV The Experiment: Testing and Verification  

 

Three tests were conducted to test the validity of the smartphone spectrometer for measuring the 

visible deterioration of museum and gallery objects. The goals of the experiment were to calibrate 

the spectroradiometer, see a response below 400 nm, develop a trend that depicts fading from the 

absorption spectrum calculated for measuring the illumination and reflective spectrums of the 

blue wool standard. Other ideas that will be coming out of the testing are the beginning 

development of algorithms for processing raw images and to automate the calibration process.  

The experimental setup used three different blue wool sample cards illuminated with 

different spectral radiances for testing. Two were placed on the top of the Optical Sciences 

Building, Meinel bldg 94, at The University of Arizona, and one was placed next to Rothko’s 

Green on Blue (1956) on display at the University of Arizona’s Museum of art. The first two 

were used as quick fading test and were measuring how the blue wool responded to a high 

intensity source, the sun. One of the two samples placed on top of the building was also covered 

with a piece of UV protecting glass to lower the amount of incident UV radiation, as recommend 

by the ISO standard (International Organization of Standards, 2014).  The third blue wool sample 

card was placed  next to Rothko’s Green on Blue (1956) at The University of Arizona’s Museum 

of Art.  

 To verify the validity of the smartphone spectrometer, a calibrated reference was needed 

to compare and reference to the collected data. This proved to be challenging due to budget, time, 

and availability constraints. Most spectrometers detecting from 350 – 725 nm with the six orders 

of magnitude and calibrated, are expensive. Fortunately, the College of Optical Sciences has a 

supportive community that allowed the author to borrow an integrating sphere, purchase a low-

cost spectrometer and calibrate it with a NIST traceable source.  

 

IV.I Spectrometer for Comparison 

The Vernier emission spectrometer, VSP-EM, with a one meter 400-μm core SMA patch 

cord fiber, was used as the reference for the smartphone spectrometer (Vernier Software 

& Technology, n.d.).It was a low-cost system, specifically marketed to teaching labs in 

lower division undergraduate or advanced high school courses. It was specified to detect 

a spectral range from 350 to 900 nm with an optical resolution of ± 3 nm. The 

spectrometer did not come radiometrically calibrated. 

  The pixel vs. wavelength calibration was verified using a Krypton line 

emission source. The data is shown in Figure IV.I and was taken prior the radiance 

calibration of the Vernier spectrometer. Thus the relative response does correlate to that 

of the krypton source. 
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Figure IV.I Vernier spectrometer measuring a krypton emission source.  

 

Initially an Ocean Optics spectrometer (OOS) , USB 2000+, and an Ocean Optics 

calibration source (OOCS) , HL-2000, were used to calibrate the Vernier spectrometer. 

However, after some time testing with the OOS, there was noticeable stray light and 

adverse effects in the data, Figure IV.II. This data provided some suspicion that the OOS 

itself was not calibrated. Sure, enough the system was two years overdue for a 

calibration. The OOS could not be used to radiometrically calibrate the Vernier 

spectrometer without having significant errors in the data. The experiment however had 

to keeping moving forward so a new radiometric calibration was needed. 

Fortunately, the remote sensing group at the University of Arizona had a NIST 

traceable calibrated source, and it was used for calibration. The source was a 3000 Kelvin 

(K) quartz source that used a highly reflective, greater than 99%, integrating sphere with 

baffling and a feedback detector to maintain traceable radiant outputs. The calibration 

company specified the spectral radiance, W/(sr cm2 nm) , to less than a two percent error. 

However, the current to the source was adjusted to only provide 20% of the original 

Figure IV.II Spectrum of the Sun measured by the Ocean Optics spectrometer and 

the Vernier spectrometer. 
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spectral radiance, due to the Vernier spectrometer’s limited exposure range, where 15-ms 

was fastest exposure time and was too slow to capture the max radiance of  the source. 

The collected data will result in some added error because of the current adjustment of 

the calibrated instrument to provide the 20% radiance output. 

The Vernier spectrometer was calibrated by measuring the spectral response of 

the calibrated source. This means that the calibration vector will already account for the 

detector adjustment. Then the known spectrum of the calibrated source and the measured 

spectrum are uploaded into MATLAB, and a multiplication vector dependent on pixel 

location is calculated. This vector is then loaded into to the settings of the Vernier 

spectrometer, as specified by its calibration documentations. Once calibrated, the 

spectrometer was used to the measure the source again and verify the calibration of the 

spectrometer. Figure IV.III shows the plotted measurements. The data sets are 

normalized, because that is how the Vernier spectrometer provides its data. Where the 

max for the Vernier spectrometer is the normalized to max of the bit depth of the 

detector.    

  

 
Figure IV.III Response of the Vernier spectrometer before and after calibration. 

 

The required normalized scale of the Vernier spectrometer, mean that the 

calibration scaling to spectral radiance units had to be applied after the data collection. 

Equation ( IV-I ) shows how the normalized value from the spectrometer, Value, was 

converted to a calibrated radiance. The function f, is a lookup vector that assigns a 

radiance value, based on linear fit of the normalized value to a calibrated radiance value. 

It is a calibration vector. The integration time in millisecond (ms), t, is the time the 

integration time that was used to measure the data and the 15 ms is the integration time 

that was used during the calibration process.   
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 Spectral Radiance𝜆(𝜆) = 𝑓(𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒) ∗
𝑡

15𝑚𝑠
 

 

( IV-I ) 

   

The time scaling factor, t/15ms, was needed to scale data sets taken at different 

integration times. This is because the detector is detecting photons, actually voltages 

cause by photons incident on the detector. This factor assumes that the detector response 

is linear scaled with time.  

The limited dynamic range of the Vernier spectrometer was an issue during the 

experiment because the spectrometer was unable to measure the sun and the reflectance 

of museum objects, specifically the reflectance of blue wool. A six-inch diameter 

integrating sphere from Labsphere, with a highly reflective coating was used to filter the 

spectrum of the sun for the spectrometer. However, as will be discussed later the field of 

view of the integrating sphere made it difficult to work with the data, more is discussed in 

section VII. In the museum, the longest exposure time of 1000 ms with the Vernier 

spectrometer was too slow for the low reflectance from objects due to common museum 

illumination settings. This meant that data measured with the smartphone spectrometer 

could not be verified.  

 

IV.II   Smartphone Spectroradiometer Experiments 

Data sets were taken every day around 1 pm, for two weeks (4/14/17 -4/28/17). All 

images were captured and then downloaded for later analysis, so there was no initial 

feedback. The data was loaded and analyzed in MATLAB.  The analysis of the first 

couple days of data happened a few days later, because the analysis scripts and functions 

were not fully developed when the experiment started. Because of the lag in data analysis 

the problem with the OIS of the Samsung S7 smartphone went unnoticed for a couple 

days, allowing for no time to change. Luckily a couple techniques were used to salvage 

the data, as discussed in section VII. 
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IV.II.I Experiment Illuminated by the Sun 

 
Figure IV.IV The blue wool sample cards mounted on a tripod on the roof of the 

bldg. 94.  

The blue wool cards that were exposed to the sun were mounted, using 

outdoor double stick tape, onto individual 3d printed black PLA frames. The 

frames were mounted, also using outdoor double stick tape, to metal pieces that 

were attached to the tripod using its single ¼-20 thread, common for most 

tripods, as shown in Figure IV.IV. The tripod mount lifts the samples off the roof 

of the building and angles it at 45o to limit the cosine dependence cause by the 

azimuthal angle of the sun during the day, as discussed in section VII.  

  

 

Figure IV.V The blue wool sample cards exposed to the sun. On the left no 

cover, on the right glass cover. 
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3D printed PLA parts, which began to warp after 24hrs, were used to 

cover a third of the sample for a week of the exposure, and it was then shifted to 

cover 2/3 of the card for the second week of exposure. One of the samples was 

covered by UV protection glass specifically marketed for protecting artwork. It 

was purchased from Michael’s, a craft store with custom framing. The glass was 

called Conservation Clear® glass that blocks 99% of harmful UV Rays 

(Michael's, n.d.) . This was used to provide some parallelism with the ISO B01 

standard that recommends using glass with low responses in the UV, as discussed 

in section II (International Organization of Standards, 2014). The transmission of 

the glass was measured and is shown Figure IV.VI.      

                        
Figure IV.VI Percent transmission of the sunlight through the conservation glass. 

The glass was slightly lifted off the sample, no more than 0.5 mm, as 

recommended by the ISO standard, to allow the blue wool samples to cool with 

ventilation. The UV was specified by Michaels “to combat fading, discoloration 

and deterioration,” from, “exposure to UV rays… [causing] irreversible damage 

to artwork.” (Michael's, n.d.)  

Each of the eight samples on the blue wool standard card were measured 

using the calibrated smartphone spectroradiometer and the Vernier spectrometer 

for spectral verification. The samples were measured while be illuminate by the 

sun and spectrum were capture using a 1/60 second exposure time. The edge of 

Figure IV.VII Testing configuration for measuring the blue wool samples with 

the fiber optic cable.  

https://www.michaels.com/mats-glass-framing-supplies.html
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the fiber optic cable touched the sample and the fiber end was angled so only the 

blue wool sample was being measured, with no shadow cast by the SMA 

connector end. See Figure IV.VII for the measurement technique. The glass was 

removed to measure the blue wool samples to remove adverse effects that can 

happen with a glass interface.  

An image was taken of the samples with the covers removed every day 

to show visual fading in comparison to the covered control portion of the sample, 

and is shown in section xx. The removing of the covers was no longer than 10 

minutes per day, limiting the possibility of the sun causing fading to what is 

specified as the unexposed portion of the blue wool.     

It was expected that the blue wool samples would fade within a couple of 

days of being exposed to the sun.  The sample not being covered by glass was 

expected to fade the fastest.  

 

IV.II.I.I          The Sun Source  

The spectral radiance of the sun is provided with Equation ( IV-II ). Where h is 

the Planck constant, k is the Boltzmann constant, c is the speed of light, λ is the 

wavelength being considered and T is the black body temperature of the sun 

(5780 K). 

 

 𝐿𝜆 =  
2𝜋ℎ𝑐2

𝜋𝑛2𝜆5

1

𝑒ℎ𝑐/𝑛𝜆𝑘𝑇 − 1
 

 

( IV-II ) 

 

However, for this experiment the radiance incident on the blue wool, and 

what is measured for calibration is actually the radiance of sunlight after it travels 

through the earth’s atmosphere. The atmosphere is absorbing, scattering and 

emitting sunlight as it travels through it. To account for this a simple loss term 

can be used, but it is difficult to account for the spectral loss. So the SMARTS2 

program was used to model the spectral content for every day of the experiment 

using data that was collected by the US OASIS team of experiments (Gueymard, 

Parameterized Transmittance Model for Direct Beam and Circumsolar Spectral 

Irradiance, 2001) (Andreas & Wilcox, 2010). Where the diffuse and direct solar 

radiation calculated at the position of the experiment on earth was the radiation 

that the blue wool experience.  
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The data collected and modeled was done for 1 pm every day of the 

experiment which was when the smartphone spectroradiometer was calibrated 

and spectral reflectance measurements were taken. However, this data doesn’t 

represent the irradiance that the blue wool sample cards experience during the 

entire day. As the sun’s appears to move across the sky there is a cosine 

dependence for the azimuthal and altitude of the sun, as shown in Figure IV.VIII.  

The 1pm measurement was considered the max or normal irradiance that 

the blue wool would experience. A cosine dependence was added to account for 

the appeared movement of the sun across the sky, as shown in Equation ( IV-III 

). It was also assumed that the light measured was the irradiance that the blue 

wool experienced.  

 𝐸𝜆,𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑙(𝑡) = 𝐸𝜆,𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 ∗ cos (𝜃(𝑡)) 
 

( IV-III ) 

 

To minimize the cosine dependence in the altitude direction the blue 

wool sample card was placed such that the normal of the card was angled at a 45o 

altitude, as shown in the image of the left of Figure IV.VIII. The typical 

reference angles of the sun moving across the sky over the day are shown in 

Table IV.I.  

Figure IV.VIII The angular extent of the sun about the surface of the earth and 

blue wool sample card. Figure on the left shows the altitude dependence, 

figure on the right shows the azimuthal dependence.  
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The cosine dependence in the altitude direction is assumed negligible 

since the ± 20o accounts for a max change of 94%. The max change in the 

azimuth direction was 100% because of the ± 90o angle variance.  

Other factors that affect the data are also cloud coverage and windy days. 

Both of these climate issues are difficult to predict the SMARTS2 system, more 

is discussed in section VII.III.  

 

IV.II.II             Experiment Illuminated by Museum Lighting 

 

Figure IV.IX Blue wool exposure under museum LED lighting. 

 The blue wool sample card was placed on a black PLA 3d printed case 

and stuck on the wall at the center and to the left of Rothko’s Green on Blue, as 

shown in Figure IV.IX. 2/3 of the sample card were illuminated exposed, a third 

Table IV.I Angular tracking of the sun from the surface of the earth, generated 

from USNO Altitude/Azimuth Table. (Astronomical Applications Deparment, 

USNO, 2015) 
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was covered with a black PLA 3d printed cover, as shown in Figure IV.X.  The 

blue wool sample was illuminated by the same lighting as the Rothko. Each 

sample was measured with the edge of the fiber tip on the sample and the fiber 

angled such that there was now shadow cast on the testing area. The Vernier 

spectrometer was not used to measure the blue wool because it did not have a 

long enough exposure time. The smartphone spectroradiometer was only able to 

measure using the 10 second exposure time of the camera app.  

 

IV.II.II.I          The Museum Source:  

Three LED bulbs were used to illuminated Rothko’s Green on Blue. They were 

A19 LIFX LED light bulbs with a 130° beam angle, and a brightness of 1100 

lumens. They are set at 3000 K and have the ability to dim, but the museum 

keeps them on their max setting. The luminaire on the right, pointing toward the 

left of the artwork uses a clear glass filter, the other two do not have any filters. 

There was no reasoning, it was just part of the measurements. For ease of cosine 

calculation the three bulbs were estimated to be one, as shown in Figure IV.XI.  

 

Figure IV.X Blue wool at 

museum. 

Figure IV.XI Cartoon of the cosine dependence across the blue 

wool sample. 
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The angle at which the lights are angled cause significant cosine fall off 

as seen in Figure IV.IX. To minimize this on the blue wool it was placed at the 

center of the Rothko painting were there seemed to visually be minimal angular 

dependence from the bulbs beam angle and the direction of the lighting. A 

representation of the exposure experiment and the cosine dependence is shown in 

Figure IV.XI. 

The θi in Figure V.XI. is 21.5o the deviation across the blue wool sample 

card is + 0.45o and – 0.43o
 estimated to ± 0.44o

 across the card. The measured 

irradiance on the blue wool card was measured such that it represented the 

irradiance at the cosine angle, where the fiber optic cable was aligned to the 

optical axis of the museum lighting. Thus, the only cosine dependence need is the 

± on the top and bottom of the card, as shown in Equation ( IV-IV ), where d is a 

representation of location in reference to the center of the blue wool. The cosine 

dependence however is only ± 1%, which is negligible and is not use in the 

calculations.  

 𝐸𝜆,𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑤𝑜𝑜𝑙(𝑡) = 𝐸𝜆,𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 ∗ cos (𝜃) 
 

( IV-IV ) 

The lighting for the Rothko was estimated to be the hours the museum 

was open: 

 

● Monday - Wednesday, 9 am – 4pm 

● Thursday 9 am – 7 pm 

● Friday 9 am – 4 pm 

● Saturday 9 am – 5 pm 

● Sunday 9 am – 5pm. 

 

That results in 54 hours of illumination per week.  One of the curators 

mentioned that the artwork as illuminated only 7 hours a day 7 days a week. 

However, looking at the museum schedule, it seems like there are 5 hours 

unaccounted for even if the hour before and after were not counted. That is 260 

extra hours of exposure per year, unaccounted for. This highlights the systems 

inability to track exposure hours, but also the common errors that may happen for 

museum and gallery objects. 

It was suspected that the blue wool will not fade dramatically because of 

the low intensity lighting being used. The blue wool was kept on the blue well 

past the two week experiment to see how long it takes for the blue wool to fade 

under the museum lights.   
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V Optical Image Stabilizer 

 

The optical image stabilizer is hardware coupled into the rear camera of the Samsung S7 

smartphone. It provides stabilizing of the image on the detector plane for such things as hand 

jitter or walking motion. It allows user to take videos while moving just like they were using a 

gimbal mount for their phone (Smith C. , 2016). An image of the system is shown in Figure V.I  

 

Figure V.I Optical Image Stabilizer in Samsung S7 smartphone (JerryRigEverying, 2016). 

 The issue with the optical image stabilizer for the smartphone spectroradiometer is that 

the optics are pivoting within the spherical bearing, acting as a gimbal mount. As the optics move 

so does the optical axis, causing the entire image on the detector plane to move with it. Figure 

V.II shows what the tilt of the optic axis does to coupling between the image and the object 

shown for reference.  The center of rotation of the optics are at the center of spherical bearing 

which is mostly a likely aligned to the stop of the system to minimize aberrations which are 

shown in Figure V.II.  

  

Figure V.II The shift of the optical axis due to a 5o tilt of the optics. The untitled optic is shown 

on the left, the titled optic is shown on the right. The surface out front of the optical assembly is 

shown for a reference.  
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This shift of the field on the image plane shifts the field to pixel location every time the 

optic move. It works for imaging scenes however the smartphone spectroradiometer is not image 

a scene. It is image the field angles associated to wavelengths because of the grating that is 

projecting the dispersive light. As shown in Figure V.III.  

As the imaging lenses of the Samsung S7 smartphone rotate about the spherical bearing 

the position of the wavelengths on the detector plane begin to move. Resulting in a calibration 

error and the inability to calibrate the system by measuring discrete sources.  

Most of the data taken shifted significantly, as shown in Figure VI.IV, where for some of 

the spectrums there is almost a 200 pixel shift of the center of the spectrum just from holding the 

phone. The shift of the spectrum neglects any calibration that was done by assigning the 

measured three sources to a pixel position.The OIS nearly ruined the entire experiment. However, 

through some image analysis techniques for noise removal and image tracking as well as a what 

Figure V.III The result of the OIS on the smartphone spectroradiometer optical assembly 

with 10o of rotation. 

Figure V.IV Eight blue wool reflectance spectrums taken while holding the phone. 
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seems to be a new rgb identification method the data was salvaged, discussed in section VII It 

would be better though to have an image that didn’t move, increasing the spectral resolution of 

the system.  

This OIS system is also not just on the Samsung S7 smartphone. It seems the S8 and 

family of phones as well as the iPhone 7 and newer all have optical image stabilizer that are 

hardware oriented. For the next design iteration, a phone that captures raw images and has an 

optical image stabilizer that can be turned off is required.  
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VI  Analyzing Raw Images  

 

This chapter discusses the pre-analysis that was performed on all the spectral images captured by 

the Samsung S7 smartphone spectroradiometer before the final spectrums were defined. This 

required reading the images, applying filters, removing noise, find translating spectrums due to 

OIS, and correlating images taken at different exposure times.  

 

VI.I   Reading Raw Images 

Raw images are images that have limited filtering and algorithms applied the pixel 

values. The Samsung S7 smartphone provides raw images in a dng (digital negative) 

format, common for raw images. A format established by Adobe the makers of 

photoshop (Adobe). The file from the Samsung S7 smartphone is 16 bits with a 

significant amount of meta data and an image with a bit depth of only 10.    

Reading the raw image can be difficult, in MATLAB the tiff library is required to 

read the images, (Warmerdam, et al., 2017). It helps read the meta data, which can be 

found for the typical Samsung S7 smartphone image with notes in appendix A, and the 

single array that stores the detector data . The array is read in using a cropping function 

that reshapes into an image. The image is actually a combination of the four Bayer 

channels that define a single pixel. For the Samsung S7 smartphone those four channels 

are one red, two green, and one blue. To view an image with the 4 elements MATLAB 

requires the image to go through a demosaic algorithm to define which Bayer filter is 

with. The 3024 x 4032 x 4 matrix can be seen as a single 2.7653e10 x 65548e10 image, 

as shown in Figure VII.I. The MATLAB code that reads in the images is shown below.  

 

Figure VI.I The unfiltered image of blue wool reflectance spectrum exposed under 

sunlight. 
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VI.II    Noise  

Noise removal was extremely important and complex for the smartphone images. The 

Sony IMX260 CMOS detector, in the Samsung S7 smartphone, was a photovoltaic 

detector that was plagued by mostly shot and Johnson noise. Meaning that the noise 

profile if every image was an interaction dependent on such parameters as the exposure 

time and environment. Full understanding the noise profile of the system with every 

exposure time and environment was outside the scope of this thesis, thus multiple simple 

algorithms were used to try to minimize noise without affecting the data and adding 

significant errors.  

VI.II.I             Johnson Noise  

Johnson noise is a noise that is associated with the random motion of carries in 

the detector (Palmer & Grant, 2010)The rms voltage noise associated with 

Johnson noise is shown in Equation ( VI-I ), k is Boltzmann’s constant, R is the 

resistance of the conductor, T is the absolute temperature, and B is the effective 

noise bandwidth.  

 𝑖𝑗
2 =  

4𝑘𝑇𝐵

𝑅
 

 

( VI-I ) 

From this equation, it is easily seen that the CMOS will have different 

Johnson noise profiles with increasing temperature. During the experiment, this 

type of noise was exacerbated while taking measurements under direct sunlight 

and while on the roof of a building that was extremely reflective.   

VI.II.II             Shot Noise  

Shot noise occurs when a charge is flowing across a potential barrier, such as in a 

CMOS detector which is a photovoltaic device (Palmer & Grant, 2010).  The 

resultant mean square of the current for shot noise is shown in Equation ( VI-II ). 

Where q is the charge of an electron, 1/60217733 x 10-19 C, Idc is the current 

function Image = Reading_DNG(img) 
warning off MATLAB:tifflib:TIFFReadDirectory 

 
temp = Tiff(img,'r'); 
Temp_img = read(temp); 
close(temp); 
meta_info = imfinfo(img); 
x_origin = 1; width = meta_info.DefaultCropSize(1); 
y_origin = 1; height = meta_info.DefaultCropSize(2); 
rgb = uint16(Temp_img(y_origin:y_origin+height-

1,x_origin:x_origin+width-1)); 
rgb = single(demosaic(rgb, 'grbg')); 
Image = rgb; 

 
End 
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across the potential barrier and B is the effective noise bandwidth.   

 𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑡
2 = 2𝑞𝐼𝑑𝑐𝐵 

 

( 

VI-II 

) 

From this equation, it is easily seen that noise will increased as the 

detector current increases. During the experiment, the long exposures such as the 

10 second exposure create high current situations which significantly increased 

the shot noise in the image.  

VI.II.III Other Noise  

Other noises that plagued these images are dead pixels and stray light. Because 

the analysis needed to be automated due to the magnitude of required analysis, 

over 500 images, these random errors were a potential for producing false 

positives.  

A dead pixel is recognized as a single pixel in an area of low value pixels 

to have a high or max pixel value, 1023 for the 10-bit image. This is considered 

false data, and can cause errors in the analysis. This would significantly affect the 

centroiding algorithm that was used for finding the moving spectrums due to the 

S7’s OIS system discussed later.  

Stray light for these spectral images are defined as light outside the area 

of interest which is defined as the center of the spectrum ± 100 pixels in the y 

axis direction and outside the 350 nm to 800 nm pixel position associated by the 

wavelength to pixel calibration. This type of noise is characteristic of the 

smartphone camera systems due to their small f/#, that can cause stray reflections 

of the optical surfaces. A common visual of stray light are ghost rings from 

reflections of the surfaces of the optics. This is the expected explanation for the 

rings seen in Figure VII.I.  

VI.III Filter for Noise 

A couple filtering techniques are used to minimize noise. However, noise is a complex 

topic especially for a CMOS detector that has the capability of capturing images from 

1/24000 sec to 10 secs, such as the Samsung S7 smartphone’s detector. Noise in the 

detector is also, for this discussion, pertaining to things that the detector may be doing to 

the pixel values before capture, such as applying calibration matrices. The following six 

filters were used to minimize the noise however they are incomplete for such a complex 

topic as noise. Later image analysis iterations will be able to build from these simple 

filters.  

1. Averaging filter of pixels 

2. Averaging of multiple Images  

3. Removing of background at as pacific exposure times  

4. Remove mean data values  

5. Removing pixel values that are outside the 10-bit range  

6. Removing measured values 3% or below the max of a data set.  
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1) 

The image filtering is using a 5 x 5 matrix that is scanned over the image and the 

middle pixel, that the matrix is centered on assigns the average value of the matrix to 

that center pixel. Only the middle value is replaced and the average of the matrix is 

found using the original image pixel values.  This helps remove any possible dead 

pixels and also helps remove some small areas of stray light.  

2) 

Averaging of multiple images can only be done if the images are of the same 

radiance spatially and spectrally, or within a reasonable percent change. This 

technique helps to remove shot noise that is random and will usually smooth the pixel 

values thus creating smoother spectrums. However, because the spectrums were 

moving, due to the OIS, and the fiber optic was being held by hand the spatial and 

spectral features from image to image were not always the same, even though they 

were estimated to be the same. Because of this there were some images that did not 

get averaged and it is what at the liberty of the author to determine when they weren’t 

averaged. This usually happened when there was excessive moving of the spectrum 

or the spectral values from one image to the next vary significantly enough that it 

altered the data rather than smoothing it.  

3) 

Removing the background removes the intrinsic response of the detectors that 

happens even when there is no light on the detectors. This is a combination of shot 

and Johnson noise due to temperature of the detector and the continues flow of 

current that is happening every time the detector is being read out.  The background 

image used was an image at the particular wavelength of the image of interest while 

there was no light incident on the detector.  

4)  

Removing the mean value of the spectral images is done to remove the gain that the 

detector applies to what it believes to be low light level situations. It is helpful to 

establish the radiance correlations from one exposure time to the next. It also 

removes false data that is reoccurring over the entire pixel plane.  

5)  

The Samsung S7 smartphone raw data file was defined to have a 10 bit pixel depth, 

specified by the meta data shown in appendix A. This means that the pixels were not 

supposed to have a value below zero and above 1023. However, the pixels had 

negative values which may be due to the detector applying correction values, but 

more testing would need to be done to verify. There were also pixels with values 

above 1023. Without complete knowledge of how the detector was working a filter 

was used such that any pixel value below 0 was assigned a value of 0 and any pixel 

above 1023 was assigned a value of 1023.  
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Ideally, the pixel values in the lower 10% and the upper 10% should be removed 

to contain the data within the linear regime of detector, as shown in Figure VI.II 

where the curved line represents the response of the detector. (Palmer & Grant, 

2010).  

This means that means that a value above 90% of the 10 bit range, corresponding 

to a value above 920 , may not correlate to a linear voltage response in a CMOS 

detector. The same goes for the lower 10%, correspond to below 102. However, 

because the pixel values outside the 10-bit range were removed, which sometimes 

when up to 1050 and as low as -200, the upper and lower 10% were kept. They were 

also kept because there was clustering of low pixel values that were perceived as 

data. As seen in Figure VI.III of the UV response of the detector, where the cluster of 

values that make up the UV spot are on the order 10, compared to the surround noise 

being just under 1.  

The final issue within the 10 bit range was that there were decimal pixel values 

within the 10 bit range. However, a 10-bit image should have values that are integer 

values from 0 to 1023. This may be the detector applying decimal values due to 

calibration matrices inherent to the optical system of either a Samsung S7 

Figure VI.III Blue channel of the rear camera of the Samsung S7 smartphone viewing 

sources specified by the title wavelength. 

Figure VI.II The non-linear regimes of a photovoltaic detector. 
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smartphone are that particular phone.  

6) 

The signal to noise ratio varied from exposure time to exposure time, as mentioned 

previously. When calibrating the spectrums with a calibration array defined with 

images taken at one exposure time, and calibrating other at another exposure time 

sometime noise and significantly decreased the signal to ratio in the spectrum that 

was calibrated. What is happening is noise is being amplified. To reduce this the 

lower 3% of very image was removed based on best fit performance for the images 

that defined the calibration vector, this is discussed more in section VII.  

 

 

VI.IV   Spectrum Rotation  

The spectrometer components, grating, fiber collimator and fiber are aligned to the 

camera coarsely, using only the tolerances of the 3d printer and the placement of the 

brass nut inserts. The camera itself also had a crude alignment that was mostly 

established based on image performance rather than alignment of the detector plane rows 

and columns to the mechanical axes of the phone, during the manufacturing process. 

Because of this, the stack-up of alignment, it is almost impossible to align the dispersion 

function Image_Modified = NoiseRemoval(img)  
    %Removing noise in Image  
    %Had issues with negative index values and values 

that were just barely 
    %higher than 2^10 index value of 1024. All the images 

had their own 
    %high and low values and the low values would go as 

low as -200.  

     
    img = img - mean(mean(img)); %Removing Gain terms 
    IMG = img;  
    IMG(IMG >= (2^10)-1) = (2^10)-1;  
    IMG(IMG <= 0) = 0;  
    Image_Modified = IMG;  
End 

 
%%Loading and Removing Noise from Images  
for ii = 1: Number_Images 

h = fspecial('average',[5 5]); 
Image(:,:,:,ii) = 

Reading_DNG(char(file_location(ii,:)));  
Image(:,:,:,ii) = imfilter(Image(:,:,:,ii)-

ImageBG(:,:,:),h);     
End 

 
%% Removing values below 3% of the max better signal to 

noise ratio 
SPECTRUM(SPECTRUM < .03*max(SPECTRUM)) = 0 
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with the row or column of the detector plane. This can cause error in the analysis since 

the spectrum is found by summing ± 100 pixels in the y direction to define the spectrum, 

this required a systematic calibration for all the spectral data sets to have a 1 degree 

counter clockwise rotation, established from the center of the image. A before and after 

rotated spectral images are shown in Figure VI.IV. The MATLAB code is shown below 

where the crop function maintains the size of the image. 

 

Figure VI.IV Rotation algorithm before on the left, after on the right. The magenta line is 

applied for a reference. 

 

VI.V   Finding a Moving Spectrum  

The Optical Image Stabilizer(OIS) is hardware on the Samsung S7 smartphone that 

caused all the spectral images to move around on the detector plane, even though the 

object is not moving in reference to the camera, as discussed in section VI.  This meant 

there was no way to automate the analysis for all the spectrums because the center of the 

spectrum where the center of the summation of the ± 100 pixels would need to change 

from image to image. Figure VI.V shows the type of movement that was common for 

most of the images. 

deg = 1; %rotation degree for images, due to the grating 
for kk = 1:Number_Images %Rotation Images 
    Red(:,:,kk) = imrotate(Image(:,:,1,kk),deg,'crop');  
    Green(:,:,kk) = imrotate(Image(:,:,2,kk),deg,'crop');  
    Blue(:,:,kk) = imrotate(Image(:,:,3,kk),deg,'crop'); 
End 
% The function can only rotate 2 dimensional matrices. This is 

why % the image is split into the red, green and blue channels 

at this % time.  
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Figure VI.V Eight Blue wool samples moving on the detector. The magenta line is applied 

for a reference. 

To find the spectrums a filter, thresholding and centroiding algorithm was used, 

and is shown in the MATLAB algorithm below. The row, also referred to as the y axis of 

the pixels, of the spectrum was found for each of the three channels; red, green, and blue. 

The positions were averaged, because there was no more than a ± 10-pixel difference in 

the position. The x location was only used as a debugging resource when the thresholding 

was not providing enough removal causing the algorithm to find a spectrum outside the 

spectrum area. The averaging filter done only to find the center of the spectrum helped 

remove the possibility of false positives that was still happening even after the noise 

removal techniques. 

 

Num_Pixel_Integration = 100;  
h = fspecial('average',[30 30]);%filter to highlight the peak of 

the spectrum 
for tt = 1:Number_Images   
  [y(1), x(1)]  = 

spectrum_center(imfilter(Red(:,:,tt),h),.90);  
  [y(2), x(2)] = 

spectrum_center(imfilter(Green(:,:,tt),h),.90); 
  [y(3), x(3)] = 

spectrum_center(imfilter(Blue(:,:,tt),h),.90);  

  
  cy(tt) = mean(y(tt)); %averaging the y postions 
  cy_high(tt) = cy(tt) + Num_Pixel_Integration; %start of 

summation for spectrum  
  cy_low(tt) = cy(tt) - Num_Pixel_Integration;  %end of 

summation for spectrum 
end  

function [cy, cx ] = spectrum_center(Img,Threshold)  
    seg = ones(size(Img));   
    Thresh = Threshold.*max(max(Img)); %Thresholding to lower 

false positives 
    seg(Img <= Thresh) = 0;  
    s = regionprops(seg,'centroid'); 
    temp= cat(1,s.Centroid); 
    cy = temp(2); 
    cx = temp(1); 
 end 
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VI.VI    Radiance Correlation between Exposure times  

The spectrums were taken at discrete exposure times, designated by the Samsung’s 

camera app, and they ranged from 1/12000 sec to 10 seconds. It was expected that the 

pixel values from one exposure time to the next would be scalable by the difference in 

exposure time of the image. However, the detectors do not have a reciprocity response. 

Their response mimics film, as shown in Figure VI.VI. The detectors are working via a 

response function that is dependent on the performance of the entire optical system.  

 

Figure VI.VI The response of film density as function of exposure time. Detector react the 

same way were density is the pixel value (Koshel, 2006). 

Film response is defined as a density, defined as D which correlates to the pixel value of 

discrete detectors. The film density range correlates to the bit depth of the discrete 

detectors. The threshold and shoulder of the film response are usually correlated to the 

lower 10% and the upper 10% of the bit depth, as discussed in VI.II. In order to correlate 

the pixel value at an exposure time to another pixel at a different exposure time the 

response curve of the Samsung S7 smartphone had to be found.  

 The response curve was found using the algorithm provided in P.E. Debevec’s 

and J.Malik’s article “Recovering High Dynamic Range Radiance Maps from 

Photographs” (Debevec & Jitendra, 1997). The algorithm required multiple images taken 

of the same scene, meaning with the same spatial and radiance content. For color images, 

this meant the images also needed to have the same spectral content. 

The scene/image used to find the Samsung S7 smartphone’s response curve is shown in 

Figure VI.VII. The image was taken with just the Samsung S7 smartphone mounted onto 

a tripod. The noise removal algorithm was minimized to, the remove the background, the 

assignment of pixel values above and below the 10-bit range were assigned either 0 or 

1023 accordingly, and a 5x5 averaging filter was applied to every image. The magenta * 

on the image are the position where the pixel value was used in the algorithm to 

determine the response function.  
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To minimize error from OIS pixel-object correlation shift, the pixel positions 

were chosen in areas of low spatial content, with surrounding areas that seemed to have 

similar radiance values. For instance, a cluster of pixels are sampling the plane white 

wall, on the left hand side of the scene/image.  

Other important details learned during the first process were to choose pixel 

values that were a broad sampling distribution from the 1/12000 to the 10 second 

exposure time. The pixel value for the chosen pixels are plotted in Figure VI.VIII  where 

the radiance value for all the pixel is assumed to be zero.  

 

Figure VI.VIII The response of the pixel values per log of the exposure for the individual 

seven pixels used in the response function finding algorithm. 

 

Figure VI.VII The three channels of the scene use to define the Samsung S7 response 

function. The magenta/white dots on the image are the locations of the pixels used in 

the response function algorithm. 
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A total of seven pixels at 25 different exposure times were used to determine the 

response function of the camera. It is an excessive amount of exposure times, not needed, 

but with MATLAB it was easy to process. The weighting function, specified in the 

article, weighted the middle pixel values, assumed to be in the linear regime of the 

detector, so that the response function wouldn’t have excessive error due to the possible 

non-linear response of the lower and upper 10% of the bit depth. An error factor was used 

for smoothing data that may have had excessive noise. A factor of 5 was chosen, because 

it provided the most well-behaved response function.  

What the algorithm does is shift the radiance vs. pixel value for each pixel, as 

shown in Figure VII.VIII to look more like a response function, shown in Figure VII.VI 

for film. This shift is achieved by solving for a lookup array for the function g in equation 

( VI-III ) to determine the radiance of a pixel with a value at a specific exposure time. 

This equation relates images taken at different exposure times by placing the pixel values 

on the same scale.  

 𝑙𝑛𝐸𝑖 = 𝑔(𝑍𝑖𝑗) − 𝑙𝑛Δ𝑡𝑗 
 

( VI-III ) 

 

Z represents the value of the pixel(i) at the particular exposure time (j), t 

represents the actual exposure time (j) and E represents the radiance value that particular 

pixel (i). The radiance scale is arbitrary and can be adjusted for absolute radiance, but it 

was not done for this experiment. Instead a calibration method was performed to correlate 

the radiance(λ) values to absolute radiance(λ), and is discussed in section VII.  

The found response function of the Samsung S7 smartphone is shown in Figure 

VI.IX where the radiance value for each pixel, Ei is assigned from the algorithm. The red, 

green and blue channels have their own response functions and are represented by the 

red, green and blue dots respectively in the figure. These response functions are very 

similar to the typical film response function shown in Figure VII.VI for film. With the 

Figure VI.IX The results of the look up function g for the response function of the 

individual red, green and blue channels identified by the corresponding color. 
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response curve, defined using the lookup function for each channel, the pixel values at 

different exposure times can be compared within the same scale, which is defined as an 

arbitrary radiance scale.  

The arbitrary radiance scaled, assigned with the HDR algorithm, assigned min 

and max value for the red, green and blue channels and is shown in Table VI.II. Where 

the max is represented by a pixel value of 1023 taken at a 1/12000 second exposure and 

the min is represented by a pixel value taken at a 10 second exposure. These can be 

correlated to an absolute radiance, however this absolute calibration processes is not be 

ideal for the spectrum measurements done for this experiment since the spectrums are 

defined with a summation of 201 rows of pixels. But for other scenarios, or maybe even 

with better understanding of the noise profile of the images, scaling the arbitrary radiance 

space to an absolute radiance space would could be beneficial.  

 

 Min Radiance Max Radiance Dynamic Range 

Red Channel  4.1003e-6 7.1169e3 8 orders 

Green Channel 1.8808e-6 2.6621e3 8 orders 

Blue Channel  4.3250e-6 1.1391e4 9 orders 

Table VI.I Max and min arbitrary radiance values assigned by the g function for the full 

10-bit depth.  

The arbitrary scale shows that the smartphone is capable of measuring almost eight 

orders of magnitude. If the upper and lower regions of the pixel values are removed that 

goes down to five orders of magnitude, as seen in Table VI.III. Where the max is 

represented by a pixel value of 920 taken at a 1/12000 second exposure and the min is 

represented by a pixel value of 120 taken at a 10 second exposure However as discussed 

earlier, with better understanding of the signal to noise ratio the linear regime could be 

used. From this data, it can be said the phone is easily capable of providing a dynamic 

range of five orders of magnitude.  

 

Table VI.II Max and min arbitrary radiance values assigned for the middle 80% of a 10-

bit depth. 

VI.VII Analysis Conclusion 

The noise removal techniques made the analysis process more automated and achievable 

within the time frame allotted for this experiment. It was also crucial in creating a new 

pixel to wavelength calibration procedure, which salvaged the entire data set and is 

discussed in the next section, VIII. The reader can assume that the image data provided 

has gone through all the noise removal processes stated above, unless noted otherwise.  

 

 

 Min Radiance Max Radiance Dynamic Range 

Red Channel  .0012 67.4283 5 orders 

Green Channel .0023 2.1369e3 6 orders 

Blue Channel  .0041 5.4943e3 6 orders 
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VII      Defining the Spectrum: A Calibration Technique  

 

The hardware dependent optical image stabilizer (OIS) of the Samsung S7 smartphone was the 

most difficult problem through out the entire experiment, as discussed in section V. It caused the 

spectrum to move around and lose calibration, almost to the point where the data was 

unsalvageable. If the calibration was lost there would have been no way to accurately draw 

conclusions from the data regarding spectral or radiometric content, because there would have 

been no way to accurately know what wavelength correlated to what specific response in the 

image. However, a technique which is referred to in this thesis as RGB identification method was 

developed for finding the wavelength position by using the relative response of the Bayer filter. It 

is currently concluded to work best on broad spectrum source.  

The first step to calibrating the collected data was to find the spectrum in the image. It 

was done during the noise removal process and is discussed in section VI.V. Once the center of 

the spectrum was found the spectrum center was assumed to lie along the row after the 1 degree 

rotation of the image.  Figure VII.I shows a typical spectrum and the magenta dot defines the 

spectrum center for that image.  

 

The next step was defining the spectrum. Spectrometers define spectrums with a 2-

dimensional array, response vs. wavelength. For the smartphone measured spectrum a summation 

of 100 rows above and 100 below the spectrum center row are summed together. The large 

summation area ensures that the summation encloses the entire area of the spectrum, the area of 

summation is defined by the two magenta lines across Figure VII.II.  

This summation area was specified to be larger than the expected ± 56 pixels that the 

optical assembly was designed for, and could be minimized. However, there was no known 

significant advantage in doing so. Consider Figure VII.II, where the pixel values for the same 

Figure VII.I The reflectance spectrum of blue wool 1.The magenta dot is center of the spectrum.The 

magenta lines indicate the ± 100 pixel where the rows are summed along ever column to define a 

spectrum. 
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image in Figure VII.I have been assigned to one of 10 bins that define 10% sections of the pixel 

values that are present in the image. For instance, anything that is bright yellow represents the top 

10% pixel values present in the image. Anything in dark blue represents the bottom 10% of the 

pixel values present in the image. Comparing to the colormap of the actual pixel values, the 

bottom 10% is no larger than two. This means any contribution from the area outside the 

spectrum is almost insignificant. This area will also be contributing about the same amount for 

every image since the spectrum size is relatively the same. This means that during calibration this 

will add very little error.  

Once the image was summed using the algorithm mentioned above a 2D spectrum was 

Figure VII.III The reflectance spectrum of blue wool 1 with 10 threshold bins to show where the energy is 

in the image. Where the 10th bin represents the top 10% of the pixel values in the image.  

Figure VII.II Common spectrum from an image. Correlate to the image in Ffigure VIII.I 

and VIII.II. 
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defined for that measurement image. A common spectrum resulting from this is shown in Figure 

VII.III and is the spectrum define with Figure VII.I and Figure VII.II.  

VII.I Calibration of Pixel Position to Wavelength 

The original calibration process used three images of three discrete wavelength sources 

which would provide a pixel to wavelength assignment that can be fit with a linear 

function to correlate the rest of the pixels to wavelengths. However, the OIS in the 

Samsung S7 smartphone made it impossible to use the three images, since the spectrum 

moved every time the phone was touched. In some cases this resulted in almost 200 

pixels, as seen in Figure VII.V of section VII.V. Since most of the data had already been 

taken by the time it was realized that the OIS was causing the calibration to be lost, a new 

calibration method using the current data needed to be developed. 

The solution was to the use unique response of the Bayer filter to identify 

wavelengths just like the Bayer filter does to assign colors to the image. However, in 

order to correlate a pixel position to a wavelength position the expected Bayer response 

of the optical system needed to be known.  

Luckily, this was already discovered during the experiment with the 

spectroradiometer that helped determine that the Samsung S7 smartphone could see light 

below 400 nm.  To come with an expected Bayer response for a detector, the Bayer 

response was relatively normalized between the three channels. Then the spectrum 

measured by the Vernier spectrometer was multiplied by the relative response of the three 

individual filters to define the expected Bayer response as measured by the smartphone 

for that particular spectrum. A visual of the math is shown by Equation ( VII-I ) through 

Equation ( VII-III ).   

 Expected Red Response(λ) = Spectrum(λ)*Red Bayer(λ) 

 

 

( VII-I ) 

 Expected Blue Response (λ) = Spectrum(λ)*Blue Bayer(λ) 

 

 

( VII-II ) 

 Expected Green Response(λ) = Spectrum(λ)*Green Bayer(λ) 

 

 

( VII-III ) 

 The Bayer response used is that of only the detector Bayer response and the rear 

camera optics, it is shown in Figure III.XVIII in section III.III.IV.I.  It would have been 

better to know use the Bayer response of the entire optical system including the grating, 

fiber optic collimator and fiber which may cause a slight change in the relative Bayer 

response of just the Samsung S7 smartphone optical assembly.  

The expected Bayer filter response for the modeled sun, used for the radiometric 

calibration is shown in Figure VII.IV. This is a the common relative and normalized 

response of the spectrum of the sun, and does not vary drastically from day to day.  
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To correlate the response of a measured Bayer filter the image of the measured 

spectrum needed to be converted to a RGB relative and normalized ratio in pixel space. 

This was done using Equation ( VII-IV ) through Equation ( VII-VII )below, where p 

defines the pixel position, the red, green, and blue channel responses and relative 

response are defined, the Normalization factor was used to relatively normalize the 

response at a particular pixel.   

 Factor (p) = RedChannel (p) + GreenChannel (p) + BlueChannel (p) ( VII-IV ) 

 Relative Red Response (p)  =  
RedChannel (p)  

𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑝)
 

 

( VII-V ) 

 Relative Green Response (p)  =  
GreenChannel (p)  

𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑝)
 

 

( VII-VI ) 

 Relative Blue Response (p)  =  
BlueChannel (p)  

𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑝)
 

 

( VII-VII ) 

A sample of the normalized response on a spectrum taken by the smartphone 

spectrometer of the same sun response in Figure VII.IV is shown in Figure VII.V. There 

are many similarities between the two but the most notably is the crossing of the green 

and blue channels and the green and red channels, shown around the pixel position 2050 

and 2350 in Figure VII.V. These two features are used to correlate all the spectrums and 

are the 490 nm and the 590 nm wavelength pixel positions, respectively and as shown in 

Figure VII.IV. This is done for every image to correlate the pixel position to a 

wavelength.  

These pixel to wavelength positions are used to fit the rest of the pixel positions 

to a wavelength using a linear fit. The reasoning for the linear fit instead of a sine fit, is 

discussed in section IV.V.   

Figure VII.IV The expected Bayer response of the spectrum of sunlight measured by the 

Vernier Spectrometer. 
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This method is actually just color matching. It is using the chromaticity 

coordinates of the system to calibrate the data. The difference is that the x, y and z 

coordinates have been changed to the red, green and blue channels associated with the 

Bayer response of the Samsung S7 smartphone detector is why it has been labeled the 

RGB identification method. The method salvaged the entire two weeks of data allowing 

conclusions to be drawn about performance of the prototype smartphone, to help improve 

the design for the next iteration.  

 

VII.II Verification of RGB Identification Method 

To verify the RGB identification method to broader application the errors associated with 

some discrete and broader discrete spectral sources were quantified. These sources were 

the original calibration sources, blue LED, green laser and red laser, and two other LEDs, 

red and green. The spectrums of the sources are shown in Figure VII.VI.   

Figure VII.V The bayer response of sunlight measured by the smartphone 

spectroradiometer. 

Figure VII.VI Spectrums of the five sources for verification of the RGB 

identification. 
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The LED sources are premanufactured LED assemblies that have 3 dies 

submerged in a resin. This resin acts as an optic to create a more controlled distribution 

of the light from the sources.  An image of LED is shown in Figure VIII.VII. 

The spectrum measurements were made by aligning the fiber not over the LEDS 

but over the resin that encased the front of the LEDS, this limited field dependent 

intensity areas that may have been measured by the smartphone spectrometer if the fiber 

was placed over the LED itself. This was important since field dependence was thought 

to be an issue for the spectrum measurements of the green and red laser spectrums. The 

small aperture laser sources showed more stray light problems and intensity peaks when 

moved in reference to the fiber tip. This could have been avoided if an alignment jig was 

created to help align the laser aperture to the fiber. 

A table of the variance of the blue LED, green laser, and red laser is shown in 

Table VII.I that was collected during the two week experiment. There was a lot more 

variance in the data for the laser pointers which was assumed to be due to the field 

dependence that happened while coupling the laser source into the fiber optic aperture. 

An extreme case of this possible miss alignment and field dependence of the laser 

pointer’s rgb response is shown in Figure VII.IX These extreme cases are not predicated 

by  the expected Bayer response of a broad spectrum source. This is reflected in the rms 

error associated with the red and green lasers summarized in Table VII.II along with the 

performance of the LED sources.  

The RGB response of the five sources are shown Figure VII.VIII Each source is 

defined in the spectral plane with a peak intensity. This feature was also used in the 

smartphone spectrometer denoted by the max position of the normalization factor, as 

specified before in the result of the summation of the red, green, and blue channel at an 

individual pixel. The position of the max normalization factor is represented by a 

magenta spot an each of the five source rgb response images. The RGB result of the 15 

days of calibration images is summarized in Table VII.I where the location is max 

irradiance of the source spectrum.  

 

 

Figure VII.VII A sample image of what the 

red, green and blue LED. 
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 Figure VII.VIII Relative and normalized response of the a) blue LED, b)532 laser c) 650 

laser,d) green LED, and the e) red LED. The magenta spot represents the position of the 

peak irradiance of the image composed of the three channels. 

a) b) c) 

d) e) 
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 The average response for the original three calibration sources is shown along 

with the percent rms error. The two other LED sources were only taken for one day 

which is why there is no rms error defined. The expected Bayer response is from 

correlating the broad rgb response shown in Figure VII.IV where the associated 

wavelength was defined as the wavelength that the source measured its max intensity, 

and seen in Figure VII.VIII of the source spectrums . The correlated response is the 

wavelength in the expected data that more closely matches the rgb response of the 

average Bayer filter response. The Δλ is the difference between the correlate wavelength 

response and the expected response.  

 

Table VII.I The relative normalized response of the blue LED, 532 Laser, and the 650 

laser for the 15 days of data sets. 

Date in 

April  

Blue LED  Green (532) Laser Red (650) Laser 

R G B R G B R G B 

14 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.07951 0.68854 0.23195 0.91730 0.03807 0.04463 

15 0.00755 0.03582 0.95663 0.08429 0.64225 0.27346 0.96987 0.01234 0.01778 

16 0.00626 0.04030 0.95344 0.05892 0.78387 0.15721 0.90636 0.03444 0.05920 

17 0.00544 0.03895 0.95561 0.05455 0.79351 0.15195 0.96940 0.02263 0.00797 

18 0.00948 0.02843 0.96209 0.04044 0.82256 0.13700 0.85513 0.06338 0.08149 

19 0.00675 0.03741 0.95584 0.07100 0.75794 0.17106 0.57899 0.18163 0.23938 

20 0.01125 0.01404 0.97471 0.45632 0.31569 0.22798 0.89993 0.04266 0.05741 

21 0.00821 0.03671 0.95508 0.07038 0.80482 0.12479 0.97824 0.01038 0.01138 

22 0.01094 0.02912 0.95994 0.08200 0.69600 0.22200 0.90316 0.04445 0.05239 

23 0.01199 0.02865 0.95936 0.14791 0.46875 0.38334 0.91063 0.03270 0.05667 

24 0.01337 0.00701 0.97963 0.08233 0.69876 0.21891 0.92283 0.03772 0.03944 

25 0.04414 0.00900 0.94685 0.06083 0.75901 0.18016 0.97756 0.01294 0.00950 

26 0.00939 0.03360 0.95700 0.05394 0.79170 0.15436 0.88451 0.04398 0.07152 

27 0.01632 0.00484 0.97884 0.16608 0.46067 0.37325 0.86493 0.05355 0.08152 

28 0.02381 0.00668 0.96951 0.06660 0.77484 0.15857 0.88840 0.04891 0.06269 

Average 0.01321 0.02504 0.96175 0.10501 0.68393 0.21107 0.89515 0.04532 0.05953 

% rms 

error 0.01010 0.01357 
0.01002 0.10294 0.15135 0.07957 0.09604 0.04076 0.05566 

Figure VII.IX Extreme cases of the field dependent laser sources a) blue LED, b) green 

laser c) red laser. 

a) b) c) 
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 Red Channel Green Channel Blue Channel Δλ  

Blue LED, 455 nm 0.0132 0.0250 0.9618 

1 nm 
% RMS Error 76.5% 54.2% 1.0% 

Expected Bayer 0.0746 0.0000 0.9453 

Correlated Bayer, 456 nm 0.0742 0.0000 0.9579 

     

532 nm  Laser 0.1050 0.6839 0.2111 

23 nm 
% RMS Error 98.0% 22.1% 37.7% 

Expected Bayer 0.0606 0.8156 0.1238 

Correlated Bayer, 509 nm 0.0409 0.6848 0.2660 

     

650 nm Laser 0.8952 0.0453 0.0595 

12 nm 
% RMS Error 10.7% 89.9% 93.5% 

Expected Bayer 0.7979 0.1083 0.09377 

Correlated Bayer,638 nm 0.8518 0.07943 0.07021 

     

Green LED, 530 nm 0.0094 0.0336 0.9570 

9 nm Expected Bayer, 530 nm 0.0163 0.0048 0.9788 

Correlated Bayer, 521 nm 0.0238 0.0067 0.9695 

     

Red LED, 630 nm 0.0539 0.7917 0.1544 

6 nm Expected Bayer,630 nm 0.1661 0.4607 0.3733 

Correlated Bayer,636 nm 0.0666 0.7748 0.1586 

Table VII.II The error associated with each of the five sources used for verification. 

Accurate performance of the RGB identification method require accurate 

knowledge of the Bayer filter response of an entire optical assembly. This maybe the 

reason why there is some discrepancy between the peaks of red and green channels for 

the Blue LED, but there is a lower rms error for the blue channel.  

The RGB identification method provides an rms error of 6.3 nm for broad 

spectrum sources. This is less than the expected field dependence of the system itself at ± 

14 nm. This may mean that this method could help improve the smartphone spectrometer 

through image analysis rather than optical system design, and has been shown with a 

different system to possibly provided sub nanometer resolution, depending of course on 

the amount of dispersion on the pixel plane (Alvarez-Cortes, Kunkel, & Masia, 2016).  
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VII.III  Radiometric Calibration  

The radiometric calibration proved to be the most difficult task after the data was 

salvaged using the RGB identification method. The original thought was to use the 

spectrum measured by the Vernier spectrometer to calibrate the smartphone spectrum. 

However, the data was compared to the modeled data produced by the SMARTS2 

program that was scaled using the direct normal irradiance (DNI) and diffuse horizontal 

irradiance measured using instruments that were located near the experiment sight 

(Gueymard, SMARTS (Simple Model of the Atmospheric Radiative Transfer of 

Sunshin), 2005). There were some significant discrepancies which have been correlated 

to using a integrating sphere, which lowered the intensity of the spectral content of the 

sun in order for the Vernier Spectrometer’s small dynamic range to capture the 

spectrum. 

The Vernier spectrometer required the use of an integrating sphere to measure 

the sun. The goal was to measure a spectrum that could calibrate the spectrum measured 

by the smartphone spectroradiometer.  However, the phone spectroradiometer had a 

numerical aperture (NA) of 0.22 resulting a collection angle of ± 12.7o. The integrating 

sphere had a collection angle of at least 176o full field of view, that is seven times larger 

in collection angle. If assuming the power input is from the light that gets through the 

atmosphere, which is 400 km from the surface of the earth, the fiber collection area only 

covers .0062% of the collection area of the integrating sphere, that is a huge difference. 

A comparison of the experimental alignment geometries are shown in Figure VII.X. 

This also shows that the integrating sphere may have been picking up spectral content 

beside the circumsolar of the sun and the diffuse sky. The integrating sphere was 

probably picking up light from the surface of the building wall which was getting 

reflections for the extremely reflective roof of the building. The experiment needed to be 

place near a wall. The wall shade was needed to provide just enough shade for specific 

equipment that doesn’t work under intense heat, experience when under direct sunlight.   

 

Figure VII.X The calibration geometery of the two systems. The Vernier spectrometer 

measuring through the integrating sphere is shown in the left. The fiber optic 

spectroradiometer is shown in the right. 
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Scaling the Vernier data required the radiance measured by the spectrometer, 

which is the radiance in the integrating sphere, to be converted to the power input into 

the integrating sphere and then be scaled to the irradiance at the entrance of the 

integrating sphere. To scale the radiance measured, the equation for the integrating 

sphere is shown in Equation ( VII-VIII ) (Labsphere). 

 
𝐿𝜆(𝜆) =  

𝜌(𝜆)Φ𝜆(𝜆)

𝜋𝐴𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 [1 − 𝜌(𝜆) ∗ (1 −
∑ 𝐴𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠

𝐴𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒
⁄ )]

 
 

( VII-VIII ) 

 

Equation ( VII-VIII ) states that the spectral radiance, Lλ (λ),  measured by the 

integrating sphere is converted to the spectral power going into the sphere, Φλ(λ). The 

Asphere  ( 0.730 m2 ) is the area inside the integrating sphere, and the summation of the 

ports, Aport , is the summation of the Area of the entrance aperture,Ai (.0032 m2), and the 

exit aperture , Ao (5.0671e-4 m2). The reflectance, ρ, is dependent on the wavelength.  

For this experiment the reflectance, ρ(λ ), was used from when the integrating 

sphere was calibrated in 1997. There could be errors per wavelength that would most 

likely cause under calculation of power input, due to a lower reflectance than expected 

which is not cause when converted and compare the irradiance of the modeled spectrum.  

The spectral input power calculated was converted to an irradiance at the 

entrance of the integrating sphere by dividing by the area of the entrance aperture as 

shown in Equation ( VII-IX ).  

 𝐸𝜆(𝜆) =  
𝚽𝝀(𝝀)

𝐴𝑖
 

 

( VII-IX ) 

If the integrating sphere was only capturing the circumsolar and diffuse 

irradiance, the irradiance calculated would be the irradiance on the top of the building 

where the experiment was happening, for an area the same size as the entrance aperture 

of the integrating sphere. Figure VII.XI shows a typical response of the scaled Vernier 

Figure VII.XI The measured spectral irradiance by the Vernier spectrometer on April 

16th. 
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spectrometer.  

The measured spectrum for all the days that data was taken showed some 

strange spectral content that is inconsistent with the modeled spectrum of the sun. 

Particularly, the peaks between 400 to 500 nm. The irradiance scale is also off by an 

order of magnitude which compared to the modeled data that incorporates the direct, or 

circumsolar radiation and the diffuse irradiance for a radiometer with a 10o field of view. 

The modeled data that corresponds to the same data that data was taken for Figure 

VII.XI is shown in Figure VII.XII. Before drawing conclusions about the modeled data, 

the data must be explained in detail. 

 

 

VII.III.I The Modeled Spectrum  

There are multiple different modeling software available that can be used to 

model the irradiance on the surface of the earth. The software chosen was the 

SMARTS version 2.9.5, developed by Christian A. Gueymard (Gueymard, 

Parameterized Transmittance Model for Direct Beam and Circumsolar Spectral 

Irradiance, 2001) (Gueymard, SMARTS (Simple Model of the Atmospheric 

Radiative Transfer of Sunshin), 2005).It was used by another group for 

calibrating a spectrometer with the sun (O'Donnel & Veneranda, 2015). A 

MATLAB interface was available developed by Juan Manual Russo from the 

University of Arizona’s Dept. Electrical and Computer Engineering and guidance 

from Silvana Ayala, both of whom were a part of the Photonic Systems 

Laboratory (Russo, 2011).  

The SMARTS software provided a range of atmospheric models, what 

this experiment required was a model of the direct normal irradiance and the 

diffuse irradiance (Gueymard, Parameterized Transmittance Model for Direct 

Beam and Circumsolar Spectral Irradiance, 2001). This is because the system 

being calibrated, the smartphone spectroradiometer, had a field of view that was 

Figure VII.XII The measured spectral irradiance by the SMARTS2 for the 

location of the experiment. 
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not limited to the circumsolar of the sun, which is 0.5o on earth, but rather it 

covered a ± 12.7o field of view. This meant that it will detect the diffuse radiation 

along with the direct normal radiation form the sun, even while the fiber from the 

smartphone is pointed at the sun. To account for this the software modeled the 

direct normal irradiance spectrum and the diffuse horizontal irradiance for 10o 

field of view instrument, the limit of the system. Other parameters inputted into 

the software to provide the best performance were the longitude and latitude of 

the optical sciences building where the experiment took place, 32.22o N and 

110.9o W. Data from NREL that was being recorded on top of the Gould 

Simpson building on campus, 32.22o N and 110.9o W, was also used as inputs 

including; % relative humidity, station pressure, air temperature, and the 

temperature at the site for every day that the experiment took place (Andreas & 

Wilcox, 2010). The time and date were also used for more accurate results which 

were correlated to be within the same hour in which the smartphone 

spectroradiometer took an image of the sun. Where the image taken would be 

used to calibrate the smartphone spectroradiometer using the modeled spectrum. 

Other general parameters defined in the software for this experiment include 

having the spectrum for a tracking instrument, Summer season, general aerosol 

levels for an urban area with a moderate pollution level, and lite soil reflectance 

(Gueymard, SMARTS (Simple Model of the Atmospheric Radiative Transfer of 

Sunshin), 2005). 

Once a relative modeled spectrum was defined the direct and diffuse 

responses were scaled with the direct normal irradiance and the diffuse normal 

irradiance measured by NREL by their CHP1, pyrheliometer, and 8-48, 

pyranometer, instruments respectively (Andreas & Wilcox, 2010). To apply these 

irradiances to the modeled spectrums the spectrums had to first be scaled 

accordingly, as shown in Equation ( VII-X ). The scaled spectrum for both the 

diffuse and direct spectrum were found and then summed together to create a 

modeled spectral irradiance spectrum of the what was expected to be the 

spectrum the smartphone spectroradiometer was collecting as the calibration 

image.   

 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚𝜆(𝜆) =  
𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚(𝜆)

∫ 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚(𝜆)𝑑𝜆
4000 𝑛𝑚

280 𝑛𝑚

∗ 𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 
 

( VII-X ) 

 

 The modeled spectrum was a more accurate representation of the 

spectrum measured by the smartphone spectroradiometer because the field of 

views are similar in magnitude. However, there are some errors that are 

associated with the modeled spectrum including the instruments used for 

measuring the irradiance, which was about ± 3.9% for the 8-48 instrument and ± 

0.8% for the CHP1 (Andreas & Wilcox, 2010). There was also an error 

associated with the wavelength discrepancy between the modeled spectrum and 

the sensitivity spectrum of the instruments. The modeled spectrum was created 

for a spectrum between 280 nm and 4000 nm. The CHP1 was sensitive over the 

spectral range of 200 to 4000 nm. The 8-48 instrument was sensitive over a 

spectrum of 295-2800 nm. Another error, associated with the modeling, could be 

correlated to using general aerosol levels which can results in spectral dependent 
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errors. It was recommended that the AERONET data managed by NASA be used 

in SMARTS for the next design iteration or experiment, but for the experiment 

the aerosol error was defined to be ± 8% by the author (NASA Goddard Space 

Flight Center, n.d.). 

 Even the errors associated with the modeled data the measured spectrum 

by the Vernier spectrometer with the integrating sphere were significantly off. 

They were off by an entire order of magnitude, more than the overestimated error 

associated with the model. The issues that may have been causing the significant 

error was for one the field of view different between the integrating sphere and 

the smartphone spectroradiometer, as wells as the modeled spectrum. Another 

was that the integrating sphere needed to be placed near a wall, shown in the 

Figure VIII.IX geometry, which may have caused radiometric spectral errors in 

the data. Finally, the data was taken on the roof of the optical sciences building 

that was painted with a highly reflected paint for energy efficiency, resulting in 

more possible radiometric spectral errors. With all the possible errors, the data 

collected by the Vernier spectrometer was not the ideal calibration data.  

VII.III.II Calibration of the Smartphone Spectroradiometer  

The radiometric calibration used the modeled spectrum to calibrate the spectrum 

measured by the smartphone spectrum. A vector that was wavelength dependent 

was found by using Equation ( VII-XI ), which resulted in a calibration vector 

that was multiplied to every spectrum measured by the phone, denoted by the 

scaled spectrum. This included the measurements taken under the illumination of 

the sun and at the museum. A typical scaled spectrum, taken and correlated to the 

same day as Figure VII.XI and Figure VIII.XII, is shown in Figure VIII.XIII.  

 

 
𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑎(𝜆)

𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚(𝜆)
= 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝜆) 

 

( VII-XI ) 

 

Figure VII.XIII Uncalibrated spectrum of the sun measured by the 

spectroradiometer on April 16th. 
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The counts for the spectrum are arbitrary and are a summation of the 

arbitrary radiance values that the response function assigned to the pixel values 

of the image taken at a particular exposure time, see section VII.VI for 

clarification of the topic. The counts defined are a representative of the radiance 

that the spectroradiometer was measuring. To use the modeled spectrum, in units 

of irradiance, for calibration the measured spectrum, scaled in radiance, had to be 

scaled to irradiance using the solid angle of the fiber, which is defined with the 

NA of the fiber, 0.22. As shown in Equation ( VII-XII ).  

 
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚 = 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 ∗ Ω

= 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 ∗ 𝜋(𝑁𝐴2) 

 

( VII-XII ) 

Once scaled the calibration factor was found by using Equation ( VII-XII 

). It was important that the 3% filter be applied to remove the noise in the data. If 

it wasn’t removed the noise would be exacerbated by the calibration vector every 

time a spectrum was calibrated, due to the noise during the original calibration 

process. A comparison of the unfiltered vs. filtered is shown in Figure VII.XIV 

 
𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚(𝜆)

= 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝜆) ∗ 𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑉𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝜆) 

 

(VII-XIII) 

 

  

VII.IV Calibration Conclusion 

After the development of the RGB identification method and using the modeled 

spectrum to calibrate the instrument the calibration was automated for all the data 

sets, meaning days and location. The error associated with the calibration 

methods were found to be ± 6.3 nm of spectral resolution and a radiometric error 

of around ± 6.2%.  

Figure VII.XIV Calibration Vector for the data spectroradiometer data in figure 

VIII.XII. 
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VIII Results 

 

The smartphone spectroradiometer was able to measure the reflective response of blue wool 

indicating fading. It achieved a spectral resolution better than modeled and was able a large 

dynamic range of spectrums, from the spectrum of the sun to the reflections of blue wool samples 

illuminated by museum lighting. This provided the tools to measure the absorption spectrum of 

the blue wool to start the basis of a model that would use the amount of energy within a spectral 

bandwidth to predict the fading response of blue wool.  

VIII.I Spectrum Performance 

The spectral resolution of the smartphone spectroradiometer was found using the 

spectrum of one of the 650 nm laser pointer image, originally taken for calibration. The 

spectrum is shown in Figure VIII.I. 

The position to determine the size of the peak was the 3% max of the image, this 

had yet to be removed from the spectrum. The difference between the left and right side 

of the peak was found to be 32 pixels, much less than the ± 56 pixels expected. However, 

as mentioned before the may not be filling the entire aperture, so a margin of error was 

added resulting in a spectral resolution of ± 28 pixels resulting in a spectral resolution of 

± 7 nm.  

The Samsung S7 smartphone was speculated to be able to detect light below 400 

nm, discussed in section III.III.IV Spectrum. The spectrum in Figure VII.II , a common 

sun spectrum shape during the testing indicated that the phone was measuring light below 

400 nm, down to 375 nm. 

  

Figure VIII.I The spectrum of the 650 laser for determining the resolution of the 

spectroradiometer. 
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Figure VIII.II Smartphone Spectroradimeter measuring the spectrum of the sun. 

Indication of measuring light below 400 nm. 

 However, considering the spectral resolution of the system, ± 7 nm, some of this 

may have been overflow from wavelengths above 400 nm. Also considering the ± 6.3 nm 

spectral resolution error of the RGB identification method, this spectrum may have even 

be shifted. It can be said that the phone is measuring down at least down to 393 nm, using 

rss error to calculate the system spectral resolution to be ± 9.4 nm.  

 When the calibration vector was applied to this data it of course transformed to 

the spectrum that was used to calibrate it.  Figure VIII.III is that calibration spectrum and 

shows that there are wavelengths below 400 nm present that could be detected by the 

smartphone spectroradiometer.  

 
Figure VIII.III Modeled spectrum of the sun used to calibrate Figure IX.I. 

 For some spectrums with extremely low response in the near UV, the response 

measured by the spectroradiometer way not have been large enough to count it as signal 

rather than noise. The calibration vector, shown in Figure VIII.III for the spectrum in 

Figure VII.IV shows some randomness below 400 nm, more than the data between the 

400 to 650 nm. This randomness indicated that the calibration vector would just amplify 
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noise rather than spectral content. That same conclusion was drawn for the spectrum 

above 650 nm.  

 

Figure VIII.IV Calibration vector for spectrum measured in Figure IX.I to calibrate to 

Figure IX.II. 

The smartphone spectroradiometer indicated that it was measuring wavelengths 

below 400 nm and above 650 nm. However, based on the calibration vector, that was a 

common shape and scale for most of the calibration vectors of the testing, the spectrum 

measured by the first iteration of the smartphone spectroradiometer design was specified 

to be 400 to 650 nm.  

VIII.II Radiometric Performance  

The radiometric performance was described by calibration processes ability to calibrate 

the spectrums measured by the smartphone spectroradiometer. As discussed in section 

IX.I the calibration vector indicated that there may have been some amplification of 

noise, even after the lower 3% of every un calibrated data set was removed. There were 

also what seemed to be field dependence problems. Radiometric problem were extremely 

noticeable in the smartphone spectroradiometer measurements of the museum lighting, 

Figure IX.V and rescaled in Figure X.VI.   
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The response of the museum lighting on the day of the 24th was over a magnitude 

larger than the other 14days. Taking a look at the uncalibrated data measured by the 

spectroradiometer on the 24th and comparing it to the unmeasured spectrum on the 14th, 

Figure VIII.VII. There was a significant difference in magnitude of the arbitrary 

irradiance counts. This indicated that there was pointing difference between the two 

measurements, because the relative irradiance counts were larger on the day of the 24th 

compared to the day of the 14th. This could be the museum adjusting the light level, but 

the senior exhibitor at the museum specifically stated that they do not adjust the intensity 

of the lamp.  

Figure VIII.V Museum lighting spectrums measured by the smartphone 

spectroradiometer calibrated. 

Figure VIII.VI The uncalibrated smartphone spectroradiometer measurements of the 

museum lighting. The day of the 14th is shown in the left, the day of the 24th is shown 

on the right. Both have different horizontal scales.  
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The day of the 27th showed scaling problems, as seen in FigureVIII.VI the rescale 

measured spectrums of the museum lighting, where the measurement in almost a 

magnitude lower than the average spectral measurement in the museum. The uncalibrated 

spectrum in Figure VII.VI. indicates that the issue on the 27th was due to a pointing issue.  

 

The spectrum on the 14th was used for comparison to the spectrum on the 24th  and 

the 27th because it reflected the common spectral content for each of the days of well-

behaved spectral measurements. These spectrums are displayed on a rescaled version of 

Figure VIII.V in Figure VIII.VIII.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure VIII.VII The uncalibrated smartphone spectroradiometer measurements of the 

museum lighting. The day of the 14th is shown in the left, the day of the 27th is shown on 

the right. Both have different horizontal scales.  

Figure VIII.VIII Museum lighting spectrums measured by the smartphone 

spectroradiometer calibrated. 
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The rescaled spectrums of the measured museum lighting indicated that the 28th 

may have had a calibration issues. The calibration vectors of the 14th, 26th, and 28th are 

shown in Figure IX.IX for comparison. The vector for the 28th indicated that there was 

something wrong with the calibration.  

 

 Taking a look back at the weather on the 28th revealed that there was significant 

amount of cloud coverage and that the humidity was almost 30%. This weather was 

believed to be the calibration problem, which was a concern for the team that also used 

the SMARTS2 system to radiometrically calibrate their spectrometer (O'Donnel & 

Veneranda, 2015). All the calibration factors are compared in Figure VIII.X for 

comparison and reference.   

 

Figure VIII.IX Comparison of Calibration Vectors for the 14th ,26th , and 28th  on a log10 

scale. 

Figure VIII.X Comparison of calibration vectors for the 14 days of the experiment. 
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  Quantifying the radiometric performance of the system was done by comparing 

the reflected response of blue measured on the 14th by the smartphone spectroradiometer 

and the Vernier spectrometer. There is a factor difference, since both were measured in 

irradiance units, at the aperture of their individual fibers. The Vernier fiber’s diameter 

was four times larger. That resulted in a scaling of 0.0625 to the Vernier data to scale to 

the irradiance measured with the smartphone spectroradiometer fiber.  

 The percent difference was solved for by dividing the spectroradiometer by the 

measured Vernier data. The resultant error was found by the average percent error 

between the working wavelengths of the system, 393 nm to 650 nm. It resulted in a 26% 

error. The calibration error of the Vernier spectrometer was negligible in comparison the 

error of the smartphone spectroradiometer.  

VIII.III Results from the Blue Wool Testing  

Based on the performance results of the phone the data provided for the blue wool 

specimens is highlighted with the days of the 14th and 26th and the spectrum of interest is 

defined within the 400 to 650 range. However, the spectrum does shows signs of 

accurately predicting the response of the blue wool outside the spectral range, but there 

needs to be more data to conclude that the response is real and not falloff from the other 

wavelengths.  

 

 

 

 

Figure VIII.XI Percent difference of the Spectroradiometer data and the Vernier Data. 
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VIII.III.I Fading of the Blue Wool Illuminated by the Sun 

 

The blue wool exposed to the sun significant faded, visually seen with 

the images in Figure VIII.XIII Comparison of the blue wool with (on the left) 

and without (on the right) of blue wool samples exposed to the sun for 14 days. 

Figure VIII.XII Visual progression of the blue wool exposed to the sun with no 

glass cover. Starting with the 14th on the top left and moving from left to right 

and top to bottom the 28th on the bottom right. 

Figure VIII.XIII The blue wool with and 

without the glass cover showed no 

significant difference from one to the other. 

As seen in Figure IX.X. 
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The fading of the two blue wool samples in Figure IX.XII was measured 

by the smartphone spectroradiometer and is shown in Figure IX.XIII. Which 

indicated that there was not a significant difference between the blue wool with 

and without the glass cover.  

The difference in the fading between the exposed and unexposed porting 

of the blue wool is shown in Figure VIII.XIV. The change of the blue wool was 

calculated by subtracting the exposed blue wool measurements by the unexposed 

blue wool measurements   

 

Figure VIII.XIV Changes in the blue wool exposed to the sun. Compared to 

unexposed blue wool. 

Figure VIII.XV Measurements by the smartphone spectroradiometer of the covered 

and uncovered blue wool after 14 days of exposure.  
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VIII.III.I.I Fading of the Blue Wool During the Experiment 

As shown above the smartphones spectroradiometer was able to measures the 

spectrum of blue wool. Figure VIII.XVI and Figure VIII.XVII below show the 

blue wool spectrum measured by the smartphone radiometer compared to the 

spectrum measured by the Vernier spectrometer. Appendix B shows the rest of 

the days blue wool measured spectrums.  

 

There is a noticeable trend of the all the wavelengths reflected by the 

blue wool, after exposure begin to increase. Visually that looks like the blue wool 

is turning more white, as seen in Figure IX.XI. The smartphone 

spectroradiometer was able to detect the fading of blue wool. Note that the 

irradiance scales for the spectroradiometer and the Vernier spectrometer can not 

be compared since they are defined as the irradiance at their individual fiber 

apertures, that are different sizes.  

 

  

Figure VIII.XVI The blue wool exposed to sun on the first day, 14th. 

Smartphone spectroradiometer spectrum on the left. Vernier spectrum on the 

right. 

Figure VIII.XVII The blue wool exposed to the sun on the 26th . Smartphone 

spectroradiometer spectrum on the left. Vernier spectrum on the right. 
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VIII.III.II Fading of Blue Wool Illuminated by Museum Lighting  

 

The blue wool exposed to the museum lighting is shown in Figure VIII.XVIII 

with the covered removed and was taken after two months of exposure.  The 

yellow arrows indicate here a fading line should be if there was visual fading, but 

because the museum lighting is such a low intensity there is no visible fading. As 

was predicted. However, when looking at the measured data from the smartphone 

spectroradiometer there are slight changes between the exposed and unexposed 

blue wool, as seen in Figure VIII.XIX. Not reflectance data was taken by the 

Vernier spectrometer because it didn’t have a long enough exposure time to 

capture the low intensity reflectance.  

Comparing the two spectrums by subtracting the exposed blue wool 

response from the unexposed blue wool response, for the correlating blue wool 

sample, is shown in Figure IX.XVIII. There was noticeable dip in the blue wool 

1 response, similar to what was seen for the blue wool exposed to sunlight, but 

with a much smaller deviation. 

Figure VIII.XVIII The blue wool exposed to 

museum lighting with the cover removed.  
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The data measured by the smartphone spectroradiometer indicates that 

there may be some fading of the first blue wool sample, but only after about two 

months of exposure.  

 

 

VIII.III.III Calculating Absorption  

Below are the absorption spectrums found by assuming zero transmission and 

using Equation ( II-III ), as discussed in section III.II. There was a significant 

amount of noise which was causing the extreme peaks at the edges of the percent 

absorption spectrums, as discussed in section IX.II. 

Figure VIII.XIX The blue wool reflected response exposed, on the light, and 

unexposed, on the right, to museum lighting. 

Figure VIII.XX The Change in the blue wool after two months of exposure. 
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The blue wool seemed to be absorbing wavelengths between 400 to 500 

nm, as expected since the blue wool is reflecting more blue. Over time, the blue 

wool begins to absorb more of the wavelengths between the 400 to 500 nm range 

as the blue wool sample begins to turn white and photo bleach. Eventually it will 

get to a point where theoretically nothing would be absorbed.  

 The blue wool absorption for the museum lighting has a lot of artifacts 

from the measured lighting itself. From this data, it is difficult to be able to 

conclude how the absorption is working over time. Refer back to Figure 

VIII.VIII for the museum spectrums for the 14th and 26th. From the 14th to the 26th 

it appears that the blue wool is absorbing more, however that doesn’t make sense. 

What is most likely happening is the discrepancy in the intensity of the museum 

spectrums of the blue wool measured for each day which are getting imprinted 

onto the absorption data, producing incorrect results. The pointing and or field 

dependence of the bare fiber optic cable aperture may not be the best option for 

measuring directive museum lighting.  

 

 

Figure VIII.XXI Absorption of the blue wool for the three different cases on 

the 14th. 

Figure VIII.XXII Absorption of blue wool for the three different cases on the 26th. 
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 The absorption spectrum tells a lot about the wavelength dependence of 

the specimen, or blue wool samples in this experiment, that are under test. 

However, the percent absorption is not enough to define a fading metric. The 

Amount of energy that the blue wool is absorbing is also required. 

 To calculate the energy the spectrums above are summed from 393 to 

650 nm and then are multiplied by the amount of exposure time. For the sun 

summation the cosine dependence was also included in the summation as 

discussed in section  IV.II.I.I. The museum lighting assumed that the measured 

spectrum was the illumination spectrum over the entire blue wool sample card, as 

discussed in section IV.II.II.I. The results are displayed in trend lines, that are 

define with a linear fit function. 

  

 

Figure VIII.XXIII The absorbed energy of blue wool illuminated by the sun. 

 

 

Figure VIII.XXIV The absorbed energy of blue wool illuminated by museum 

lighting. 
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Equation ( VIII-I ) through Equation ( VIII-III ) are the fitting functions 

associated with the blue wool for the spectrum range of 393 to 650 nm. Where x 

is the number of days of exposure.  

 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝐺𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 =  −62.1958𝑥 + 3950.3 
 

( VIII-I ) 

 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑁𝑜 𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 =  −62.7082𝑥 + 3951.2 
 

( VIII-II ) 

 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑎𝑡 𝑀𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑢𝑚 =  −0.3430𝑥 + 0.2062 
 

( VIII-III ) 

 The first visible fading of blue wool was after 24hr of exposure, resulting 

in about 7950 W/m2
 on the blue wool. Setting the museum energy equivalent and 

solving for x reveals that there should be no fading of the blue wool at the 

museum for at least 23177 days. However, that is the spectrum content for the 

sunlight was illuminating the blue wool at the museum and if all the environment 

were the same, including IR, temperature, humidity etc. The next step would be 

to start looking and tracking smaller bandwidths over absorption, this could help 

create the data base for replicating the response of blue wool based on a specific 

energy content within a certain bandwidth.  
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IX Conclusion  

The smartphone spectroradiometer design could achieve the task that were defined, summarized 

in Table IX.I. The testing and analysis have provided the foundation for the next design iterations 

include one with an app for live analysis. The system has the ability to provide the absorption 

spectrum and calculate the absorption summation over the length of exposure and predict a blue 

wool response, as done in section VIII.III.III. Eventually the smartphone spectroradiometer will 

provide the measured data in terms like color temperature, lux and UV μW/lm. It will will 

calculate the change in color using the CIELAB system and provide the spectrum in terms of 

Damage Index. The current achievements indicate that the smartphone spectroradiometer with 

more work will become the all-in one testing tool for art conservationists.  

Requirement Task Achievement 

Detect 50 lux light levels Enough Light Collection 

Measured reflectance of blue 

under museum lighting. 5 orders of 

dynamic range.  

Radiometery Calibrate 
Calibrated with the modeled sun 

for 27.5 % error 

Spectral Resolution ≤ ± 16 nm ± 9.4 nm 

Spectrum < 400 nm 
400 ≤  nm  ≤ 650  

Possible, 393 nm 

Attractive Attachment off the shelf or 3d printed parts 
3d printed compact design, easy to 

assembly, $357 

Table IX.I The specifications the smartphone spectroradiometer achieved while meeting the 

specified requirements. 

 

IX.I Calculating the Errors 

The errors that require calculations of compounding errors are the spectral resolution and 

the radiometric error. The RSS (Root Sum Square), Equation ( IX-I ), was used because 

the factors compound on top of one another, and are not independent, contrary to using 

RMS (root mean square).   

 𝐹𝑅𝑆𝑆  =  √∑ 𝐹𝑛
2

𝑁

𝑛=1

 
( IX-I ) 

 

Equation ( IX-I ) calculates the total error of the parameter being analyzed, where 

Fn is the error of individual factors that compound to the system error, FRSS. The table of 

errors for the spectral resolution is provided in Table IX.II. The table of errors for the 

radiometry is shown in Table IX.III.  
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Spectral Resolution 

Subsystem ± Error (nm)  

Measured “Point” Spread Function 7 

RGB Identification 6.3 

  

RSS error 9.4 

Table IX.II Calculating the RSS for the system’s spectral resolution. 

 

Radiometric Error 

Subsystem % Error (nm) 

CHP1, measured DNI 0.8 

8-48, measured Diffuse Horizontal 

Irradiance 

3.9 

Standard Aerosol levels 8 

Measured Error  26 

  

RSS error  27.5 % 

Table IX.III Calculating the RSS error for the system's % radiometric error 

IX.II Future Work 

The current limitations of the system include radiometric error, the optical image 

stabilizer, spectral resolution, and field dependence. However, as mentioned in section 

III.III on the design all the parameters are chosen based on tradeoffs from one another. 

The application of the replication of blue wool also requires more data.  

The radiometric error, could be improved by decreasing the calibration FOV so 

the system was only measuring the circumsolar of the sun. But the larger FOV would still 

be needed for testing in museums. This is because the smaller FOV will leave a smaller 

spectrum on the detector plane, but the full spectrum of the full FOV the 

spectroradiometer needs to be calibrated. So, the entire optical system would need to 

have a calibration matrices that was applied to the detector plane to calibrate with the full 

FOV spectrums with the calibration matrices found with the smaller FOV. The 

AERONET data can also be used for the aerosol levels to improve the modeled spectrum.  

A new phone without an OIS or a hardward OIS that can be turned off must be 

used for the next design iteration, and it must be able to take raw images. The phone 

should also be a common phone, to make sure that conservationists will still want to use. 

However, after some research it seems though iPhone, the original chosen replacement 

for the Samsung S7 smartphone, has their own version of the optical image stabilizer 

(Wegner, et al.). It is not certain if the OIS on the iPhone can be turned off and testing 

would need to be done. If the RGB identification method would still be used for analysis, 

but at the expense of not being able to stitch together large dynamic images, then more 

verification of the method would be need. However noting from current work, it seems 

like there is a way to get better than the ± 6.3 nm spectral resolution, (Alvarez-Cortes, 

Kunkel, & Masia, 2016).  

The spectral resolution, which was better than the required and modeled, can be 
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decreased either through decreasing the diameter core size and/or post processing of data, 

with such algorithms as spectral deconvolution.  However, if the core size is decreased it 

the amount of power would decrease on the detector, as shown in Error! Reference s

ource not found., and it would need to be verified that the spectroradiometer would still 

be able to measure museum reflectance spectrums. There are also post processing 

methods that can be done, but first the noise of the raw images needs to be managed with 

more robust algorithms.  

The noise of the raw image must be controlled better, but not at the expense of 

losing data. One way would be to stitch together images taken at different exposure time, 

specifically images that are saturated at the peak wavelengths of spectrum, allowing more 

light at the lower intensity wavelengths to be detected increasing the signal to noise ratio. 

The system could also have better ventilation to remove some of the temperature 

dependent noise. The last thing is looking into using the noise profile matrix that is in the 

meta data of ever image, that changes with ever image. Due to time constraints and 

limited information this matrix was not investigated. However, caution should be taken 

when considering the matrix since usually that meta data is there for helping programs 

read images, by removing “unneeded” visual data which is not helpful to the low signal 

to noise responses seen with the smartphone spectroradiometer.  

The final change needs to be controlling or removing in post processing the field 

dependence of the smartphone spectroradiometer. This was most notably seen in the 

museum under the architectural lighting that has extreme angular dependent intensity. 

Some options are to use a cosine corrector on the end of the collection aperture of the 

fiber, but at the expense of dynamic range and possibly even spectrum depending on the 

transmissive properties of the correcting material. The other option is to use mounting 

jigs during experiments where the same data is taken multiple times. This will limit the 

variance in the data from one set to the next because it is imaging the same intensity.  

 The two illumination tests were extremes, the sun was the fast exposure and the 

museum LED was a in situ test of the system rather than a measurement of the fading of 

blue wool. Before any model or metric is used to recommend lighting, conditions or 

damage hypothesis there must be a substantial amount of data to back it up. If there is not 

the system will have the same fate as Harrison’s damage index, talked about in the 

technical document CIE 157:2004 (CIE (International Commision on Illumination), 

2004). The next tests should be different illumination scenarios than the ones done for 

testing the first prototype system.  

IX.III Solution for Art Conservationists 

The designed and tested smartphone spectroradiometer lays the ground work for a 

spectroradiometer that on its own, addresses what the current conservation tools can’t do 

on their own. The analysis techniques provided have set the path to developing an app 

that can provides live spectral information as well as correlated color temperature, lux 

level and CIELAB color changes for comparing data sets, making the system more 

attractive to the larger conservation community. Which the rest of tools have failed to do. 

The system will be a crucial tool for developing a database of absorption spectrum for a 

range of illumination environments that can be categorized by time period, artists, 

pigments and materials. Eventually creating or expanding on current deterioration models 

of objects to better preserve them for generations to come.  
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Appendix A   Tiff Meta Data for Raw Image 

 

 

 

      Filename: 'C:\FileLocation' 

                  FileModDate: '1-Jan-2017 24:24:24' 

                     FileSize: 25001440 

                       Format: 'tif' 

                FormatVersion: [] 

                        Width: 4032 

                       Height: 3024 

                     BitDepth: 16 

                    ColorType: 'CFA' 

              FormatSignature: [73 73 42 0] 

                    ByteOrder: 'little-endian' 

               NewSubFileType: 0 

                BitsPerSample: 16 

                  Compression: 'Uncompressed' 

    PhotometricInterpretation: 'CFA' 

                 StripOffsets: [1x3024 double] 

              SamplesPerPixel: 1 

                 RowsPerStrip: 1 

              StripByteCounts: [1x3024 double] 

                  XResolution: 72 

                  YResolution: 72 

               ResolutionUnit: 'Inch' 

                     Colormap: []  

          PlanarConfiguration: 'Chunky'%How the RGB color data are stored  

   

                    TileWidth: [] 

                   TileLength: [] 

                  TileOffsets: [] 

               TileByteCounts: [] 

                  Orientation: 3 

                    FillOrder: 1     

             GrayResponseUnit: 0.0100     

               MaxSampleValue: 65535 

               MinSampleValue: 0 

                 Thresholding: 1 % a bilevel "line art" scan 

                       Offset: 8 

             ImageDescription: '' 

                         Make: 'samsung' 

                        Model: 'SM-G930V' 

                     Software: 'G930VVRU4API3' 

                     DateTime: '2017:01:1 24:24:24' 

                      SubIFDs: {[1x1 struct]} 

                    Copyright: '' 

                DigitalCamera: [1x1 struct] 

                   DNGVersion: [1 4 0 0] 

           DNGBackwardVersion: [1 1 0 0] 

            UniqueCameraModel: 'SM-G930V' 

                CFAPlaneColor: [0 1 2] %( = red, green, blue)  

                    CFALayout: 1 %square layout 

          BlackLevelRepeatDim: [2 2] %repeat pattern size for the blackv level tag  

                   BlackLevel: [0 0 0 0] %black level calibration  

                   WhiteLevel: 1023 %bit depth  

                 DefaultScale: [1 1] 

            DefaultCropOrigin: [0 0] 

              DefaultCropSize: [4032 3024] 
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ColorMatrix1: [1x9 double] 

%converts XYA values to reference camera native color    

space values, first calibration   

ColorMatrix2: [1x9 double] 

%converts CYZ values to reference camera native color 

space , second calibration 

           CameraCalibration1: [1.0322 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1.0439] 

%transforms reference camera native space values to 

individual camera native space values for first 

           CameraCalibration2: [1.0322 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1.0439] 

%transforms reference camera native space values to 

individual camera native space values for second 

                AsShotNeutral: [0.4658 0.9941 0.5557] 

%white balance at time of capture, encoded of a 

perfectly neutral color in linear reference space   

       CalibrationIlluminant1: 1 %illuminant used for first set of color calibration  

       CalibrationIlluminant2: 3 

                    

   UnknownTags: [7x1 struct] 

         UnknownTags(1): [2 2] %CFA pattern being used  

    %33421 EXIF.Image.CFAPattern CFA pattern being used 

         UnknownTags(2): [1 0 2 1] 

    % 0 = red , 1 = green , 2 = blue 

%CFA pattern, indicates filter array geometric patter of 

the image sensor when a one chip color sensor is used 

    %33422 EXIF.Image.CFA.Pattern  

UnknownTags(3): [1 0 0 0]%four ASCII characters representing the  

               Tiff/EP Standard                                                                      

    %37398 Exif.Image.TiffEPStandard.ID  

        UnknownTags(4): [0.6494 0.1045 0.2109 0.2578 0.6855 0.0566 0.0156 -0.3203 1.1299] 

%Defines a 1st matrix that maps white balance camera 

colors to XYA D50 colors 

    %50964 EXIF.Image.Forward Matrix1  

        UnknownTags(5): [0.5957 0.113 0.2568 0.1934 0.6953 0.1113 -0.0029 -0.5098 1.3369] 

%Defines a 2nd matrix that maps white balance camera 

colors to XYA D50 colors  

    %50965 EXIF.Image.Forward Matrix1  

        UnknownTags(6): [1 x 388  double] 

%list of opcodes that should be applied to the raw as is 

read directly from the file  

    %51009 Exif.Image.OpcodeList  

        UnknownTags(7): [0.0027 305703e-05 0.0027 3.5703e-05 0.0027 3.5703e-05] 

%Noise Profile describes the amount of noise in a raw 

image (signal depedent photon (shot) noise 

    %51041  Exif.Image.NoiseProfile  
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Appendix B   Blue Wool Spectrums 

Spectrum of blue wool with no glass measured by the smartphone spectroradiometer, on the left, 

and measured by the Vernier spectrometer, on the right. Note that the scale varies from one figure 

to the next or provide the best visual resolution of the blue wool reflectance spectrum.  
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